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PROCEEDINGS
of
SEVENTY-FIFTH ANNUAL MEETING
of
NORTH DAKOTA STATE BAR ASSOCIATION
(The general assembly of (he Seventy-Fifth Annual Meeting of (he State Bar Association of North Dakota was
called to order at 9:21 A. M.. Thursday, June 19, 1975, by President Ward M. Kirby at the Governor & Senator
Rooms of the Ramada Inn, Jamestown, North Dakota as follows:)
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
We'll call the Fifty-Fourth Annual General Assembly of the Integrated Bar of the State of North Dakota to
order. This is the Seventy-Fifth Annual Meeting of the State Bar Association, apparently keeping track of the
numbers of meetings that wereheld prior to integration.
Past President Ray McIntee will lead the Pledge of Allegiance, and then, if you will remain standing for the
Invocation, please.
(Pledge of Allegiance by I he assembly and Invocation by Rev. William T. King of James(own.)
PRESIDENT KIRKBY:
We have with us the very-experienced Mayor of Jamestown, who at this time will bring us words of greeting
from the City of Jamestown. Mayor George E. Burchill,
MAYOR GEORGE E. BURCHILL:
Thank you, Mr. Kirby.
It's indeed an honor and a privilege for me as the Mayor of the City of Jamestown, and on behalf of the
members of the City Council and all of the people of Jamestown. to extend to you our sincere and hearty greet ings.
Weare all aware of the goodness ' fyour profession and the contribution that you make to your communil ies. your
Slate and your Nation.
We sincerely hope t hal your meetings here in Jamestown will be very productive and enjoyable.
I'd like to tell you just a few things about our City. We feel that we're on the move. We have attractel some
small industries, which, I think, have been good for us, and it has added to the economy. It has a tendency to hold
our young people in our community, and this is what we like. and this is our objective in North Dakota-is to keep
as many of the young people as possible.
There is one institution, however, that I would like to callyourattention to, and I would like to have you visit
this institution tosee the progress that it is making, and that's the Crippled Children's School. This institution is
headed up by a very amazing person who has gained recognition not only in our State and nationally, but in-
ternationally. So, if you have the time and if you haven't visited the Crippled Children's School, I wish that you
would do so.
There are many things that I would like totellyou about. We were fortunate. of course, in having the Pipestem
Dam completed this year, which kept our feet dry. We find that people are attracted to our City because of our
recreational areas,and this is good-good for our community and good for the State as a whole, and particularly in
this section.
Now if there's anything that we cando tomake your stay morepleasant, don't hesitate tocall upon us. We're
pleased that you havechosen Jamestownas your host city,andwehope that sometime in thefuture you will see fit
to come back and visit us again.
Mr. Kirby and your members of your organization, I wish to thank you for Ite courtes, extended to tIre office
of the Mayor of the City of Jamestown. Thankyoufor coming.
PRESIDENT-ELECr ERICKSON:
Thank you very much, Mayor Burchill. We are very happy to be here in Jamestown and we want you to know
tat. and we thank you for yourwarm welcome.
Since we last met in Fargo ass general session, many things have been done by your Bar Association, and tlat
includes (he Executive Committee,and we wouldwant you toknow tist your Bar Association-at least those of us
on (he Executive Committee, feel that your functions have been well handled, and they have been well handled
because you have been very fortunate to have the capable leadership of Ward Kirby, and we say thait most sin-
cerelv. Those of us that have worked on (te Executive Committee very, very much enjoyed his leadership, his
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direction and his expediency in handling matters, and you are most fortunate to have had him as your President
for the past year. And as a better evidence of the work that has been done by your Bar Association, and to more
fully expediate the matters to come befo.'e the general sessions. the committee reports have been put together in
tie brochure which you have receivedas a part of your envelopes, and weask that you review them. You'll have an
opportunity to ask questions about them or of the individual committees and, therefore, we would ask hat you look
at them. And at this time it's with real pleasure that I introduce back to you again your President, Ward Kirby.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
Thank you. Armond. You are very, very generous.
The President's Report is in most cases designed to give insight on what happened during the term during
which the President served: however, in this instance, you wvill a so have the benefit of the reports of the many
committees, as Armond mentioned, and which were bound into a pamphlet so that each of you would have them t o
take with you, and they were a part of the packet that was handed to you at the time that you registered. Since
these reportsarefully coveredthere, I'm not going todwell toany length on those, but will concern myself mostly
with what is presently in process as far as the Executive Committee and he total Bar Association are concerned.
In this respect, we're reminded of the English lady, who, having lived in England during World War II and
during the newsprint shortage at the time when you were receiving or we were receiving, at least, four-page
newspapers-in England, came to the City of New York on a Saturday afternoon and then the following Sunday
morning out on thestreet went to a newsstandto buy a newspaper,and there the newsdealer offered her an edition
of the Sunday New York Times, which, as you know. is well over 100 pages and weighs several pounds, and as she
was lifting this paper, she said to the newsman, "Do you mean that all of this happened since yesterday?" Well. to
me, that describes. in partwhat's happened to his Bar Association since last June. I say to myself "Did all of this
happen since June when I assumed the presidency of this Association? While we don't want to repeat matters
which appear in these committee reports, I do suggest that you lake them with you and that you consider lie
reports more leisurely when you have the time, particularly those reports which deal with matters in which you
have the greatest interest.
The next few minutes we'll devote to evaluating the overall efforts of the Bar Association and to the problems
that lie ahead if the Bar Association is to serve the public and its members to the degree that all of us hope is
possible.
During the period immediately preceding my term of office, the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of tie
United States found it expedient in a lecture delivered at Fordham University Law School to announce, and I
quote:
"From one-third to one-half of the lawyers who appear in the serious cases are not really qualified to render
fully adequate representation. The trial ofa 'serious' case, whetherfor damages or for infringement of civil rights.
or for a criminal felony. calls for the special skillsand experience that insurance companies, for example, seek out
to defend damage claims."
Te Chief Justice went on to state that thousands of trial transcripts that he had reveiwed as an Appellate
Court Judge indicated that the majority of lawyers never learned the simple but difficult art of asking questions in
conformity with the Rules of Evidence and that few lawyers have learned the arl of cross-examination. The Chief
Justice went on to call Ihis "inadequate advocacy."
Perhaps what the Chief Justice said needed to be said, but the manner in which it was delivered and fie
publicity which it received in the light of Watergate and other current events was damnation itself to the legal
profession. Not only did the Chief Justice seek this forum to make his announcements, but such announcements
were then echoed and apparently embellished by other representatives of the judiciary and by some members of
the legal profession. The deficiencies of the legal profession have been and are now being magnified by others far
beyond what the necessities require. What webelieve we needdo, and indeed what the profession is endeavoring to
do, is to provide legal services to all members of the very wide spectrum of those desiring legal services at a cost
which they or an ever-more-benevolent government canafford to pay.
One critic of the remarks of the Chief Justice. who I'm sum did not have present company in mind. in a letter
which was publishedin an issue of Newsweek magazine dated January 7,1974, stated as follows. and I quote:
"Chief Justice Warren E. Burger should have noted that there are not as many unqualified trial prac-
titioners as there might well be. since our nationwide political patronage system has cleverly managed to
eliminate many of them by their appointment to the bench."
Whether this critic of the Chief Justice's remarks was a lawyer or not. I am unable to say. However. his
remarks concerning use of lie political patronage system in the selection of a judiciary has some merit. atid you
probably recall the furor over the recent appointment tothe Circuit Court of Appeals from Connecticut.
This brings us loa point we wish to make with reference to one phase concerning improvement of tie system
of adminislering justicein this Stale, as well as in the Nation. There apparently are three basic ingredients which
are essential to the selection and retention of capable judges. The method of selecting at the initial stages those
who are best qualified to serve as judges. That's the first. The second: There should be a method of disciplining
and removing judges who are unqualified or unfit. And, thirdly, there should be adequate compensation Io those
who assume the awesome and onerous duties of service in the judiciary. I am sure that the foregoing enumeration
is not original with me. but since I have noway of knowing who firs determined these requirements. I cannot give
credit to the originator of these ideas. We have yet in this State to arrive at a method which is provided by con-
stitution and statute whichwill ensure to the maximum extent possible the initial selection of those lawyers who
are best qualified oserve as judges, and I add that we are making progress in that direction and probably we will
have more success in promoting a program which will include nonlawyers in the committees or groups that make
lhe initial screening ordo the initial screening of those which are lobe selected for the judiciary.
.nce we lack an ability to control all aspects of the selection and retention process where judges are con-
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cerned, tile North Dakota State Bar Association has endeavored to assisl in whatever ways possible in the selec-
lion, retention and removal process. We are sincere in our hope that tie Bar Association will continue to be active
in this direclion. However, we do not feel that the Bar Association or lawyers in general shall be fearful of in-
cluding nonlawyers in the selection, disciplining or removal processes, and, in fact, other states are doing this at
thepresent time. Minnesota,in particular. We would, in fact, encourage use of nonlawyers to such a degree that a
majority of persons who serve on any group or committee engaged in any phase of these procedures would be
nonlawyers. We would insist that a fourth to one-half of the group be made up of lawyers, so as to give tile
nonlawyers serving in such committees or groups the benefit of their knowledge concerning the background aiid
ability of the lawyer or judge involved and the legal principles involved in the selection and retenlion of those
persons whowill serveas judges in matterswhich mayaffect the very life of the members of the general public.
I think. also. that the Chief Justice of our own Supreme Court and the Judicial Council are to be commended
for their efforts in matters such as those we have just mentioned, and for having adopted the Code of Judicial
Responsibility during this past year, which, with the legislation which was adopted thereafter, I think provides an
effective met hod of discipline and removal and retirement of judges.
In another respect, theState Bar Association is attempting to answer the challenge laid down by Chief Justice
Burger, and that is in the matter of educating lawyers who practice. We have long utilized and encouraged a
system of continuing legal education, recognizing that some lawyers have not attempted to keep abreast of the
advancements of the arts of practicing before the courts or in the general assimilation of new matter which is
introduced into the law by courts, our state legislatures, and by the Congress of the United States in ever-
increasing amounts and to a point which is frightening. In fact, were it not for the rapid increases of legal
technicalities and expanding body of law which grow out of all three of the sources just mentioned, many a citizen
who is now without legal services would be in a position to fill in his own forms and solve his own minor legal
problems.
As you will hear later in this session, our State Bar Association committees are active in many of these
educational fields. The Committee on Continuing Legal Education is providing an ever-expanding forum for lie
continuing education ofnew lawyers, as well as older practitioners. During this session we will be presented with a
proposed court rule for continuing mandatory education of members of the Bar. This is a necessity, in our opinion,
in view of the complexities of the modern practice of law. Whetheror not this proposed court rule is adopted in its
present form-that is, in the form in which it appeared in The Gavel, ultimately and soon this Bar Association
must adopt some method of restricting lawyers who are currently licensed but who refuse to keep abreast of tle
phases of thelawin which theyhold themselvesout to be capable practitioners. And we're not pioneers in this field
of compulsory legal education as a conditionof continued license to practice. I call to your attention the fact that
the State of Minnesota, on April 3, this year, adopted such a requirement for the continued licensing of its at-
torneys, and that on April 9th, 1975, the Supreme Court of the State of Iowa entered a similar order. While these
steps mayseem to many ofyou to be drastic, they are preferable to the state in which the medical profession now
finds itself by reason of its laxity and consequently high costs of medical malpractice insurance. Stated more
plainly, if we are toavoid a similar disaster in the legal profession, we must take steps now to be certain that we
are not leaving ourselves open to excessive malpractice charges and the resultant malpractice insurance costs
which the medical profession is now experiencing.
During tile past year accusations and counter-accusations have been made by members of the medical and
legal professions. I understand in Florida it got to the point where each profession was taking full-page ads in ihe
daily newpapers to castigate the other profession. These we believe are not totally justified on either side. but
there is some merit in the claims made against the other by both professions. During May we issued a press
release stating that lawyers were not responsible for the increase in medical costs or in costs of medical
malpractice insurance, as claimed by the medical profession. At the same time, members of our own profession
here in North Dakota were recom mending and urging that we make stronger statements in this regard, but which
we felt would only add fuel to the fire and would serve no useful purpose. There is some basis, in our judgment. for
theclaim that exorbitant judgments havebeen awarded in malpractice cases against doctors. Possibly this is due
in part to the fact that the general public, and juries in particular, but not excluding judges, are aware that doctors
have been insured and, therefore, would not have to respond to any judgment by dipping to any great extent into
their own pockets.
At least twelve slates have enacted medical malpractice legislation as of June 9th, 1975. That was the most
recent report on a poll. And an additional 24 states are considering such legislation. Only 13 states out of those
responding to inquiries concerning such legislation have indicated that they are not considering legislation in this
field and, of course, North Dakota is one of the states which has enacted some legislation with reference to that
maiter. In general, we think that the medical profession is getting some legislation which it now considers to be
undesirable and that it imposesbinding arbitration and also calls for controls over hospitalization charges and for
reducing what is termed t hepresent "maldistribt ion" of medical care.
We most certainly do not concur in the view of some members of the medical profession that. regardless of lie
standards of practice of some of the members of their profession, that the public should be made to suffer. In-
dividuals who are medically injured should be entitled to reasonable and adequate compensation for thre injuries
done them by incompetent practitioners. To this I would only add that the legal profession is subject to similar
criticism and a like liability.
As President of the North Dakota Bar Association and as a member of the American Bar Association, we have
received numerous mailings encouraging participation of the legal profession in various plans which would
provide legal services to all who would require them. This effort was engendered in part by a congressional
committee-the Tunney Committee-which held hearings throughout the United States, one of which we attended
and which, in general, appeared to be directed as much to criticism of the legal profession as to providing legal
services to those who would not otherwise be able to afford them. We further gather from the remarks made at
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such hearings, as well as from our reading on the subject, (hat in general the politicians involved would take credit
for providing the legal services wherever required, primarily at the expense of lawyers who apparently were
expected to, in large part, donate their services.
Very little is said about government expenditures in support of such "free"-and I put that in quotes-legal
services. Heretofore. thelegal profession has on an extremely large scale rendered, free of chargelegal services
to indigent criminal defendants, as well as to other segments of society where the need arose. In some instances
Government is now compensating the attorneys who take on court -appointed duties in representing indigent
defendants, but even in this there is a reluctance topay fees which represent adequate compensation to the at-
torney whose lime is involved, particularly where experience is required. There is, to my way of thinking.
something insidious in Ihis movement when we find to an ever-ncreasing degree an intervention by government in
the furnishing of legal servicesparticularly through counsel who are employed by government, not only todefend
the indigent charged with crime or to represent the poor, but whose services are being made available to those who
can afford to employ privately hired legal counsel.
Withreference to the area of "no-fault" insurance, on which our Slatecommittee labored diligently and long,
we personally do not feel that the adoption of no-fault legislation in the area of automobile insurance has been, or
will be, detrimental to the legal profession of this State. We dowish to stress that adoption of such legislation on a
nationwide basis would be detrimental to thepopulation of this State, and that the effect of such legislation, even
ona stale level, has been to deny every citizen rights to the use of judicial process which he previously possessed.
For this reason. if for noother,we object to and abhor thedirection taken by theState Legislature of the Stale of
North Dakota in this field, since we feel that this form of relief from so-called "excessive auto insurance
premiums" will lead to other deprivations of rights of citizens, not the least of which is now evident in the proposed
course of limiting theamount that a damagedpatient can recover from his doctor, no matter how serious were the
consequences of the negligent act of that doctor.
Let's also take a brief look at the so-called "boom" in the caseloads in the courts, both State and Federal.
While heretofore we might have said that the caseloads imposed upon the various courts in this State were not
particularly burdensome, we are rapidly approaching that point, if we have not already passed it, where ad-
ditional judges will be required in order to handle the caseloads imposed in civil and criminal cases. This, in our
opinion, is due to several things, some of which are under the control of the judiciary and some are due to
legislation.
First. some of our county courts of increased jurisdiction and district courts are inundated with so-called
criminal cases growing out of juvenile, drug and related crimes, which require hearing after hearing and delay
after delay, due to the rules and penalties applicable tosuch crimes, and which could probably be best handled in
either juvenile courts separate from county courts of increased jurisdiction or district courts, or on an ad-
ministrative or medical basis. Second, the appellate courts, and particularly the Supreme Court of the United
States. have enlarged the area of criminal law, and in the area of civil relief, the number of cases which are triable
in the courts without apparent reference to their importance in the scheme of things or the desirability of clogging
our judicial system. Such case numbers have now risen to the point where in some instances the system now fails
to operate efficiently. Criminal cases which are deserving of prompt trial and disposition await trial until the
defendants involved, who are free on bail, have committed the third and fourth crime subsequent to their original
arrest and before trial on the first charge.
Legislators and the Congress have imposed duties upon the courts which are not judicial, or which do not
require the intervention of the judiciary, except where constitutional abuses have occurred. We refer particularly
to the vastly expanded area of civil rights cases, including the determination of length of hair in schools, a case
which I had, uses of public property, and the like, which were formerly left to local governmental bodies in the
nature of school boardsboardsof county commissioners, zoning boardscity commissions and t he like. There has
always been, and should be, a right to appeal from the decisions of these boards and bodies where a significant
public interest requires and constitutional rights have been violated. However, it now appears that court super-
vision is not only tobe invoked,but is to be required, in the place of every decision of every board or quasi judicial
body. That's the trend. All discretionary powers of administrative bodies or quasi judicial boards have apparently
been repealed. This can only result in deprivation of legal rights, including the rights of persons charged with
crimes whose cases cannot be brought on for trial in reasonable time due to the so-called overcrowding and
overburdening of our court system. As an example, we see no reason why the courts of this State should be charged
with the responsibility of conducting election recounts absent the charging of some crime or legal mishandling of
the procedures which are providedby law. During the fallof 1974, several of our district courts were involved for
several weeks in thematter of an election recount and in the meantime were required toshut down their courts for
all other purposes.
Meanwhile, as noted by columnist Buckley inone of his recentcolumns, the kids are suing all over the place,
and it is no longer possible for the superintendent of the schools to set the permissible limit of a schoolboy's hair. It
has become an invasion of the student's privacy to require a schoolboy to cover his nakedness: and a teacher of
physical education who appeared in the nude in a photograph in Playgirl magazine was upheld in such conduct
when challenged as to his right to continue in the teaching profession in a public school by the local school board.
The latter decision was a favorable opinion by the State Office of Administrative Procedures in the State of
California. allegedly based oncourt decision. With court interference in such an amazing array of trivial mat ters,
there is little wonder that thecaseload in the courls has become burdensome.
Our committees involved in the matter of lawyer-connected grievances have been active and efforts are being
made to expedite grievances which are reported and which involve practitioners in the legal profession in this
State. We hasten to add that the vast majority of the complaints filed are not founded on matters which are a basis
fordiscipline of lawyers, but are based upon misunderstandings and lack of communication. Unwarranted delays
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on the part of lawyers in some instances could be the basis for disciplinary action. We are urging action and
studies, and the implementation of studies is forthcoming, which will speed up the matter of handling grievences
against lawyers. Asthe Chairman of the Grievance Commission, the Chairman of the Bar Association Committee
in Disciplinary Procedures and the Chief Juslice of our Supreme Court will tell you later in this program.
measures are being taken io provide a more-speedy and effective grievance procedure here.
Now. in closing, from lime to time during the year we have attempted to give credit to members of ihe
Association for their generous contributions of time and effort on our behalf. Without doubt we have overlooked
many. In an effort to heal these oversights, we say to all of you now how much we have appreciated your help and
your suggestions. There is no way the Association can adequately repay you for your unselfish efforts, but we
extend you our thanks.
Very shortly the Association will have succeeded to the term over which President-Elect Armond Erickson
will preside. Wewanl toexpress our particular appreciation toArmond for his help Io usduring this past year. We
know that the Association, under his leadership, will be in good hands.
We also want to mention specifically our Executive Director. Bob Schuller. and the members of the Executive
Committee who served with us during the past year. With the constant assistance of Bob Schuller. the Executive
Committee operated smoothly and efficiently. We owe Bob and all of the members of that Committee special
recognition and, also our thanks.
And I thank you very much.
PRESIDENT-ELECT ERICKSON:
Thank you. President Ward. for that fine message of important report and a look at the practical problems
that we have had andwill face in the future.
I'd request at this time a motion to suspend the Rules insofar as they may apply to the reading of the minutes
of the lasi Annual Meeting. They were published in Volume 51, No. 2 of the Winter 1974 issue of the North Dakota
Law Review and, therefore, have been available to all of you fir several months.
Do I hear such motion?
HON. WILLIAM M. BEEDE:
I so move.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
And seconded by Harold Anderson, that we suspend the Rules and dispense with the reading ofthe last Annual
Meeting munutes. Is there any discussion? All in favor will say "aye." Opposed: Carried.
There's one other means of expediting our business session. You've received in your packets the printed
pamphlet of the committee reports that wereavailableat thelimethat we had togo topress and print these. but
I'd also like a motion which will suspend the Rules and permit the reception and filing of all the committee and
section reports which do not require floor action. There will be a number of them that do. and I can't enumerate
them for you. and there are some that were not published in this booklet of commitlee reports, but will be made
available to you through I he Executive Director's office.
Do I hear such a motion?
MR. RAYMOND RUND:
So moved.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
SecondedbyPat Conmy. Isany discussion necessary on that motion? If not.allin favorsay "aye." Opposed?
That's carried.
Bob Dahl kindly consented to brush up on his Robert's Rules of Order and whatever rules apply to a
parliamentarian's duties, and he has consented to serve in that capacity this year and, therefore. Bob has bees
appointed as Parliamentarian.
Now with reference to resolutions and new business. I'm sure that you're aware that past practice has been.
and I'm not sure whether our Bylaws call for it or not. but that resolutions and other matters of new business to be
offered will be offered on the first day and that they will then be laid over and acted upon at the second business
session, which usually takes place on Fridayafternoon and will take place on Friday afternoon this year.
We would like tofollow that sameprocedure, and I think. tomake sure that we're not in disagreement with any
written rules and regulations, I'd ask for a resolution ora motion providing that same rule again tis year.
Do we have a motion on that?
MR. ROBERT DAHL:
So move.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
Second by Joe Mclntee. Discussion? Areyou ready for the question? All those in favor say "aye." Opposed?
That motion is also carried.
Nowwehavea number of resolutions which will bestudiedby the Resolutions Committee. Byron Edwardshas
been designated as Chairman, and with him and serving on that Commiltee will be Harold Anderson of Bismarck
and Marshall Bergerud of Killdeer.
Byron Edwards are you ready to present resolutions and possibly read those which weren't publicized in The
Gavel, if you have any additional ones?
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MR. BYRON L. EDWARDS:
I don't haveanyal this lime to present.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
I'll call now to determine whether there are any further resolutions that are to be offered.sothal they can be
turned over to the Resolutions Committee and will be acted upon or considered tomorrow afternom during the
business session.
There are additional copies of all of the resolutions that were printed in The gavel, so that if you don't have
your copies with you. you can secure copies from Mr. Schuller.
During the balance of the morning session il will be in order toreceive matters which are to be acted upon at
the business session tomorrow. If you have any of such matters topresent. we'll give you an opportunity to doso
before we close.
Icall again nowfor those whoare ready to make known theirwisheson matters that are to be presented for
action tomorrowand onwhich votes will b%! taken, that they present them at this lime. if you're ready. Tim. are
you ready now?
MR. TIMOTHY Q. DAVIES:
You should have received with your registration material-and if you haven't, there are copies bot h here and
at the front desk-copies of lhe Federal Rules of Evidence and a copy of variances which the Procedure Commit-
teehas opposed-orhas proposed-and will ask the group to vote on tomorrow. The Rules of Evidence as proposed
by the Cimmittee is jusi too large to publish and distribute: so what we have is the Federa I Rules and to changes
that we're proposing, and by putting them together you can see what the end product is. This will be brought up
sometime during the business session tomorrow. There are also two proposed Rule 4's floating around. One is
contained in the booklet which was sent out by the Supreme Court and will be heard, I believe, on July 7th. This is
the long-arm rule proposed by the Procedure Committee and submitted last year to the Supreme Court. At the
request of ite ExecutiveCommittee, the Procedure Comm ittee drafted another Rule 4. which, for lack of anything
better. I call the "rubber-arm rule." We feel we havea long-arm rule. How long the new proposal is, nobody seems
to know, but the group is going to be asked to choose between these two proposed rules and also to vote on the
Proposed Rules of Evidence for North Dakota and some minor housekeeping changes to the Federal-or to the
Civil and Criminal Rules, which arealso part of the handout.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
Any other resolutions orproposals of business to come before the meeting-business session tomorrow?
MR. RONALD SCHWARTZ:
I'd like to propose the following resolution:
"WHEREAS. theState Bar Association of Norl h Dakotaadopted a resolution limiting the use in firm names of
the names of deceased or disassociated firm members, and
"WHEREAS. such resolution was adopted at the Annual Meeting of the Slate Bar Association in June of 1974.
and
"WHEREAS. suchresolution did not specify the manner in which it was to be imnplemented, and
"WHEREAS. such resolution provided that the Bar Association amend its canons of ethics to prohibit firms
from using names of persons deceased or who have disassociated themselves from thepraclice of law within one
year after the death or disassociation, and
"WHEREAS. present North Dakota law provides that the Supreme Court of this State make all necessary
rules relating io admissions of persons to practice law. the disbarment, disciplining and reinstatement of at-
torneys and the restrainl of persons unlawfully engaged in the practice of law, and
"WHEREAS. the Supreme Court Rules of Disciplinary Procedure provide that any 'violation of a canon of
professional ethics as adopted by the American Bar Association and affirmed by the State Bar Association of
North Dakota may also constilute cause for disepline,' and
"WHEREAS. lite existing American Bar Association Code of Professional Responsibility as affirmed by ihe
Slate Bar Associa lion of Norl h Dakota does not prohibit the use of names of deceased firm members where custom
permits the use of the same. but does preclude the use of the same, but does preclude the use of names of
disassociated members under certain conditions, and
"WHtEREAS. custom and usage in Norl h Dakota has been and is the allowing of use of the name of a deceased
firm member:
"NOW. THEREFORE.BE IT RESOLVED that ihe resolution adopted in 1974by lheState Bar Association of
North Dakota at its annual meeting regarding the use of names of deceased or disassociated firm members be
reconsidered and rescinded."
I would. therefore, move this resolution.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
The resolution just readwill be referred tot lie Resolutions Commit tee for a report tomorrow.
Are there any olher resolutions? If not, at Ihisl ime we'll proceed withour regular agenda.
During tlie year we hadan opporlunity Iocorrespond with the President of the Sludenl BarAssociaion and we
felt that it would be wise and probably of benefit, both to the law students and to the Bar of this State. tohave a
report and discussion in some manner with tlie Student Bar Association at the Law School.
At this time I'd call on Roger L. Sullivan.whois President of Ihe Student Bar Association. for his remarks.
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MR. ROGER SULLIVAN:
Good Morning.
Ladies and gentlement of the State Bar Association of North Dakota. Distinguished guests.
On behalf of the Student Bar Association, I would like to thank Mr. Kirby and the Executive Committee for
allowing me time to have this brief chat with you this morning. For those of you who are not familiar with the
Student Bar Associationor the Junior Bar Association, as it is sometimes called, it is the law students' counterpart
of the State Bar Associationof North Dakota. TheStudent Bar is composed of all persons currently enrolled in the
Law School, with membership being automatic upon enrollment in the School.
This coming academic year will mark the first year in which the Student Bar Association has elected to
require dues of its members. It seems as though there's a direct correlation between charging membership dues
and declining membership: but we'reforcedto do it this year.
I should mention that we were one of the last schools in either the Eighth or the Tenth Circuits to go to
requiring dues. We so far managed to conduct all of our business through the generous bequests of the Financial
Committee and the University. From this allocation of moneys the Student Bar Association funds and conducts
various activities within the Law School, including but not limited to the Student Bar Speakers Committee, which
is operated in coordination and conjunction with the University Speakers Committee, bringing in various local
individuals and national figures to address the School. We publish an in-house news document entitled The
Radalnanthus, which we hope to expand and distribute to the alumni of the University. We conduct freshman
orientation exercises and various administrative tasks within the School. In addition to these traditional activities
which the Student Bar sponsors and conducts, we periodically conduct symposiums on socio-legal interests on
current issues. These symposiums are conducted in a similar format to the CLE courses, only less vigorous and
more on an informal lecturebasis.The last symposium was conducted last fall on the subject of natural resources
and coal development. It was a very interesting symposium and beneficial, not only to the law st udents arid the
local Bar, but to the University community asa whole.
Let me dispelany apprehensions that some ofyou may have. I'm not standing here as President of the Student
Bar to come and solicit money from you. I'm here to ask for something more valuable, and hat's your
cooperation.
When I was elected President of the Student Bar, there was a great fear arose over jobs and future em-
ployment opportunities in North Dakota. If I can have your cooperation in the implementation aid establishment
of a new program which we have undertaken, called the Job Referral Service, I think it will be beneficial not only
to the law students seeking employment, but the practicing baras a whole. Beginning this fall, as I mentioned, the
Student Bar will administera job referral service, and it is a referral service - not a placement service. The serv-
ice is designed to solicit, collect and coordinate employment opportunities for practicing attorneys within the
Stale, although we're not limiting ourselves only to the practicing attorneys. Hopefully we can solicit other legal-
oriented fields.
As you're probably aware, the student body in the Law school is approaching 300 students, arid I don't feel
it's reasonable to assume that North Dakota can absorb 300 more practicing attorneys within the next three
years, even allowing for people who migrate out of North Dakota. Alternate employment areas have got to be
sought out and found, in addition to developing the current employment areas, and that is the purpose of this new
job referral service.
It is our goal to alert the attorneys in North Dakota to the wealth of resources that are available for research
tasks, clerkships and other legal-oriented work. Of course some of you may say "Well, the law students aren't
capable of doing this." But. on the other hand, you have to say "Well, if these students are graduating from the
Law School. then after two or three years of Law School, they must be competent to do something other than sit
there and study Shelley and Keats and rule against perpetuities." So it's my opinion that we, the students, are
capable and would gladly undertake certain of these tasks.
Now it is not the intention of the Job Referral Service to take dollars out of you, the practicing attorneys'
pockets. What weare attempting todois alert the attorneys tothe fact that for a nominal threea nd four dollars an
hour. these students will do in-office research, research through the mail on legal problems, thereby freeing the
practicing attorneys to pursue more beneficial and more profitable endeavors. The attorneys in North Dakota are
a good, hardworking bunch of barristers, and I don't think that any of you can say with complete honesty that
you're not overworked.The court calendarsseem to be full. Somebody's doing a hell ofa lot ofwork. Utilizing this
Student Barservicecould not only increase thereturn on your investment of time. but would also benefit the North
Dakota State Bar Association as a whole through providing them a better, well-rounded, educated law studet
graduate, onewho has venturedinto the realworld and has participated in the actual administration of a law office
and the inner workings of an office. Where is there a better place to refine a law student's education than in the
time-tested apprenticeship atmosphere of the firm office itself? Why wait and do this until the first year of em-
ployment, thereby wastingboth the employer's ime and the student's time duplicating things that he could have
already learnedwhile he was in school? It seems to me that itwould be more beneficial, not only to the employer,
but to the student and to the ultimate person, theclientas a whole. We don't expect any miracles, but we are not
sying that this is going tocreate a job for everyone; but I honestly feel, whether students are utilized directly in
the office work situation mentioned or their services are provided through the mail, which is a very real
possibility, with thegreater number of students and employers involved, the greater the benefits, not only to the
State, but to theclientsas I mentioned.
This whole proposal, again, can only work if we receive the cooperation of you, the State Bar Association. So
next fall. when the mailingscome out. please cooperatewith us, and let's give it a try. It's worked in other states,
and I think that North Dakota. being usually one step ahead of everyone else. can make it work just a little bit
better.
Gentlemen, I thank you,and havea good convention.
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PRESIDENT KIRBY:
Thank you. Roger. I'm sure that the Bar of tile Statewil be cooperative in your efforts.
At this time we'll call on Bill Zuger, who has been very active and aggressive in pushing the activities of the
Law Office Management and Procedures Committee for a report.
MR. WILLIAM P. ZUGER:
Let me say first of all, that I do not intend to cover the material that's in our committee report. We've
published a committee report in the Annual President's Report and invite all of you to read it. and it sets out in
more detail what our Committee's been doing, and we've tried to outline such things as our receipts and disburse-
merits, and so onandso forth. and, in addition, we're always happy to answer any questions of a nybody'iil tie Bar
who has any questionsabout what weare doing inmore detail.
I've been asked to talk to you today as Chairman of the Standing Committee on Law Office Management to
review tte impact of the Legal Assistant movement upon North Dakota and to also report on some of the work of
our Committee in other areas.
Much is heard today that lawyers ought to follow doctors in the specialization and into the use of specialized
nonprofessional assistants. In other parts of the country, dramatic steps have been taken by the Bar in both of
these areas. Many feel that North Dakota has not kept up in these developments. Many, on the other hand, fear
thai such developments will bring with them to North Dakota organic changes in the practice which would be
undesirable from the vantage point of the current practitioner as we see it in North Dakota. Our Committee is
charged by the Bar with the study of the use of legal assistants as it relates to the economic realities of practicing
law. We've taken nopositionon their use, but we do want the Bar tobe aware of the developments in their use.
On April 4 and 5 of this year. on behalf of the North Dakota Bar Association, I attended a conference on the
legal assistant movement in San Francisco. This conference was sponsored by the American Bar Association
Special Committee on Legal Assistants, which is chaired by Ken Pringle of Minot, and the purpose of the con-
ference was simply to generally review what has been happening with the use of legal assistants throughout the
country. It was attended by representatives of law schools who are active in legal assistants. It was attended by
some of the major firms in the UnitedStates that have been pioneering the efforts for as long as 20 or 25 years, and
it was attended by legal assistants themselves, and there was quitea diversity of viewpoint.
It was a pretty good general overview of what has been happening in the legal assistant movement, and I'd
simply like to sharesome oft hehighlights which impressed me about it.
One of the things that most impressed meabout what I saw out there is that there's absolutely no consensus in
the Bar Association about the use of legal assistants. I've hardly ever seen such a wide diversity of opinion on tie
subject. It runs all theway from people that totally abhor theiruse to people that believe that 10 or 11 assistants to
one attorney is the only way to go. For instance. I found that many attorneys regard the proper use of legal
assistants as being thesituationwherean attorney hires a girl at four to five hundred dollars a month to do routine
matters - filling in probate forms, routine correspondence, assembly of special damages for litigation - and that
sort of thing: and this sort of practice generally includes a charge to the client for the services of the legal
assistant, generally in the ten to twenty-dollar range. This is what I always regarded as a secretary. But the ad-
vantage of it is that clients are now coming to accept the concept of a legal assistant and in this way some of the
overhead of running a law office does not have robe includedin the hourly charge. At the other extreme, some of
the federal agencies are now paying incredible salaries - up to twenty-nine thousand dollars under the GS scale -
to legal assistants, and it now is a position which is recognized as a separate position, separate from that of a legal
secretary, by the Government. In some cases they even go so far as to represent the poor and the elderly on vir-
tually every type of common legal matter, such as landlord-tonant and that sort of thing, without any supervision
whatever from an attorney.
Now this is what I always considered to be an attorney's job. So, in summary, you know, it appears that vir-
tually every use is being made.
Now. on the other hand, despite the lack of uniformity and the lack of consensus, there has been a very
significant advancement in the movement. In the last severalyears, for instance, formal education has gotten off
the ground with legal assistants. There are now some 55 to 60 post-secondary programs for legal assistants
specifically. For instance, I brought back with me a brochure from the Pasadena City College. which is for their
legal assistant program. It's a two-year course, and in many waysit reads just like a law school curriculum. For
instance. Wills, Trusts and Probate Administration is one three-cerdit course. Property, Bankruptcy and
Creditors Rights is another three-credit course. Tort Law and Claim Investigation is another three-credi course.
And so on and soforth. And there are a lot of these programs being started up.
Now with that has come ABA accreditation measures. Ken Pringle's committee has now drafted up some
guidelines for accreditation of these programs, and several accreditations are in the works now. The actual ac-
creditation is done by the House of Delegates, but there are now set guidelines for the accreditation of these
programs. The ABA now requires that there be 60semester hours or 90 quarter-hours tobean accredited program.
This works out to two years: and a significant portion of that has tobe in specilized legal areas.
And the final thing that we see in the legal movement now is that many states are beginning tocertify and to
regulate legal assistants. As I noted, some of the federal agencies and some of the larger law firms, too, are
beginning to have legal assistants do things that sound very much like what an attorney used to do and the sort of
thing an attorney used to be doing under the ethical consderations and the Code of Ethics. The problem with
having a legal assistant with them, of course, is that they are not bound by the Code of Ethics and, in effect, the
only control is vicarious liability. The State of New York has now adopted a proposed cede of conduct for legal
assistants and thecanons, as you read through them, address themselves to the problem of distinguishing between
what a lawyer should do andwhat a legal assistant should do. It's a very vague sort of thing and not even this code
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of ethics has quite managed to get a handle on what the distinction really is. But the point is that now some states,
like New York. are beginning to regulate and certify legal assistants, and with that there should be some more
delineation as ioexactlywhal these people shouldand ought todo.
In short, I was amazed at the dichotomy, at the amount of progress that the legal assistant movement has
made, and at the same time there's absolutely noagreement as towhere it's going or what should be done with it.
Now in North Dakola I think it's apparent that the use is not as advanced as it is in some other areas, and I
think, because the nature of the practices are smaller and more generalized, perhaps, the use never will be as
extensive as it is, say, in a place like New York. Nonetheless, there is still considerable diversity of opinion in
North Dakota as to the proper use of these people. This Committee has not taken and will not take a position of any
kind regarding proper use of legal assistants. However, we do feel the Bar individually can benefit from sharing
he natonal experience gained from the various uses of legal assistants, and we do feel that the Bar can adapt the
experiences. picking and choosing and changing as necessary the systems that have been used in other places. We
believe that North Dakota lawyers can achieve substantial economic benefits from the careful use of legal
assistants.
There are two areas in which I think legal assistants can be used by North Dakota attorneys. First of all, tie
nondiscrelionary work - The routine matters, repetitive forms, routine correspondence, assembly of special
damages - things like that where a person can go out without a great deal of discretionary problems and put
together something. The other area is, I think, nonlegal discretionary work. The thing that comes to mind in my
own experience is I don't understand any more about medicine than my secretary does: so she goes out and does
the medical resedrchforme, brings the books in, and perhaps it's not the best possible job, but it's at least as good
as I could have done. and there are, of course, other areas that come to mind in your individual practices where I
think they can be used, also.
There's a definite economic advantage to using these people. We're all aware of the use that the medical
profession has made of specialized assistants. Now when you go into the clinic you have a blood test taken. The
doctor neversees you,andyet he makes a profit off the administration of that blood test. Or the same thing with a
urine test or x-rays, and soon andso forth. Eachone of those things has a profit margin built in, and that can be
reflected in not having to raise the hourly fees omuch, and I think that that is of some benefit with a client. The
client may end up paying the sameamount, but I think it's more palatable to him. The same thing is happening, of
course, with architects. I recently read through an architectural contract where they made a separate charge for a
secretary. They made a separate charge for draftsmen and for every position in the office there was a separate
charge. Each oneoftheseofcourse. reflecteda little bit ofa profit margin. Now what weintendtodois: We held a
seminar last winter in which we had Dr. Kline Strong and Bob Wilkins come and talk on their conception of how
these systems ought to work. We intend to continue to sponsor seminars, and we like to bring in people with dif-
ferent points of view. Like I have mentioned, there's an incredible diversity of opinion and there's a lot of dif-
ference in the way people utilize legal assistants. Next year we tentatively propose to bring in a sole practitioner
from the State of Washington who is completely in genera Ipractice, and he has utilized systems in a different way
from that which Dr. Strong outlined in Bismarck at our seminar last winter.
Now, while I have the floor, I'd like tosimplyreview what our Committee plans to do for 1975-76 year. Like I
mentioned, we intend to runanother midwinter seminar, and we hope to get a comparable quality program to that
which wehad this last year. Secondly, wehaveforthe past twoyears run a general management seminar up at the
UND Law School for graduating seniors. We intend to run that again. We've got what I consider to be some good
feedback on it, and this last session was even attended by some practicing lawyers. We've sent a group of lawyers
up there simply to talk to the students about some of the general problems of organizing a law office - how you
bill. how you go about even purchasing equipment - whatever. Then there are two final areas which have come
under our Committee and which we are attempting to work in. One is negotiating with the Workmen's Com-
pensation Department for hourly fee increases for representing claimants there. In the last year we've managed
to get an increase from $25to $30 an hour, and we're reasonably hopeful that next year we'll be able to get another
increase from$30 to$35. I believe that those feeswhich used tobeway out of line, are nowcoming into line, and I
think they're approaching a reasonable level. In addition, there is one other regulatory agency in Bismarck which
is also by statute topay fees for representing claimants, and that's the Employment Security Division. In the past
hat Division has not paid attorneys' fees on the same basis as has the Workmen's Compensation, and in some
cases those fees have been simply denied altogether. We have this past year begun a dialogue with this Depart-
ment to try tobringabout a regularization of the payment of fees. We wouldhopein the next year that we can bring
about an agreement with that Department that will result in acomparable fee schedule to that which is now being
paid by Workmen's Compensation: I would hope somewhere in the area of thirty to thirty-five dollars. I think
that's a little on the low side, but I think it's a vast improvement over what we've seen in the past, and I think it's
definitely an improvement over what we've seen in some of the court-appointed counsel fees.
Now in closing, I would like toemphasize that this is yourCommittee. It exists to benefit the Bar. We've tried
todoa good job of helping lawyers streamline their offices and tomake better incomes. We believe that a more
efficient office benefits both the lawyer and the client. But there are only eleven members on this Committee. so
we do not have a monopoly on ideas. Therefore, we would earnestly solicit any suggestions from the Bar. If you
feel there are ways that we could utilize the funding available to us to make office management in the economics of
North Dakota a little easier.please contact eitherme or any of the other Committee members. And I wish to thank
you for taking the time to listen to me. Thank you.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
Thank you, Bill.
Phil Johnson will make a report for the CLE Commit tee.
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MR. J. PHILIP JOHNSON:
Thank you. Mr. President.
Eseentially what I'm going to attempt todo here is to explaina little background with respect to tie proposal
that wasprintedin TheGavel. Ibelieveyouall have received copies of The Gavel and the proposed rule regarding
continuing legal education.
The President in his report also discussed briefly the need and the basis for this proposal. Tilequeslio. was
initially submitted to the Continuing Legal Education Committee by the Executive Committee. and there was a
review of tbe matter over the past year. A subcommittee consisting of Ed Vinje, Gerry Jukkala and Doug
Christensen drafted a proposed rule. I was determined that the preferable vehicle for trying to establish ally
mandatory program would be a court rule by which the program would be administered within legal and judicial
framework, rather than administrative framework or some other means, statutory or otherwise.
The Committee report - Continuing Legal Education Committee report in the printed committee reports
contains some background on this and some of the other activities of the Committee: so you might also refer to
,hat.
Also. Paul has passed out copies of a chart of comparisons of proposed plans for a mandatory c ot inuing legal
education. This chart gives the essential elements or various programs that have been proposed or are in effec,
now in three- the three states that are most advanced in this area, which is Minnesota, Wisconsin and Iowa, and
the chart contains the essential elements of the plans, and the proposed rule as drafted by the CLE Committee
follows to a substantial degree this framework.
I might say that theproposed rule has gone through the subcommittee process and been approved by the CLE
Committee and has also been reviewed with the Executive Committee. The essential elements of this program
reallyare the establishment bycourt ruleofa continuing legal education commission -six member -under the
proposal. Three of the members would be members of the BarBoard: three would be appointed by the Executive
Committee. and the Chairman would be appointed by the Executive Committee, and the Chairman would be ap-
pointed by the Supreme Court. The commission would function somewhat analoagous to the Grievance Com-
mission as presently established by the Supreme Court. The basic requirement would be that each lawyer prac-
licing in the State, at the endofa three-year period, would have tofile a report under oath indicating that lie has
participated in 45 hours of approved coursework during that period. There's no particular magic about the time -
the number of hours - except that that seems to be a figure that has achieved some general acceptance among
other programs.
You notice all of theprogramsin Minnesota, Wisconsin and Iowa all operate on thebasis of thisessentially 15
hours a year. The three-year framework has some advantages in that a person. rather than having to file a report
every year. lie could accumulate hours inoneyear -say 20hours -oraccumulate a lotofhours in ire last year. if
hefound it necessary and had henot doneanything up tothat point. So that there's greaterflexibility in this three-
year term. The essential discipline t hat could be invoked if an attorney did not comply would be a susension of his
right to practice, of course, and I think that the Committee is still very much interested in comments atid
suggest ions of other members oft lie Bar. We have received various com ments and sought t Oobtain various views
and tried to review iheavailable material. But I think we're certainly still able to make adjust ments in this and. of
course, once this issubmitted to theSupreme Court. why there isa hearing process associated with that atid the
court certainly would take intoaccount particular objections and concerns that individuals may have.
There isa little bit of perhaps Big Brotherism associated with this- requirements of education -and I'm not
very hot about that: but I think that the problem is that the profession is being judged by its best and by its worst.
and we have to maintain minimum standards that assure the general public is receiving a minimum quality of
professional service, and as far as a public relations aspect of this is concerned, you can talk all you want about
public relations, but I think some action of tire Bar which establishes set standards and sets up means of en-
forcement and lightensup the standards does more goed in terms of our image and our impression as far as tie
general public is concerned than any number or variety of activities which we may engage in. And I note ihat at
the time -il's just interesting tome that at the lime this was adopted in Min nesota. the Minneapoilis Tribune wrotte
an editorial praising the Bar Association, and I can't remember any other lime in history where tie Minneapolis
Tribune has written an editorial praising the BarAssociation. But that is not reason in itself, but I think his is a
program that has achieved a lot of general support among various bars, and South Dakota is considering it now.
Kansas, New Mexico, California iswell advancedand Ithink it's aquestion, in part, as towhetheror not we will -
the law - the profession is going todosomething or whether we will have standards imposed upon us from outside
by legislative or administrative act.
The other members of the Committee-Paul Kloster is here and Doug Olristensen - and let's see - I think
Bruce Boblman is around. Ifyou haveany questions concerning iheprogram, why we would be happy to review it
wilh you, and the resolution will be formally presented and, as I say there, essentially we're not asking approval
foreach specific aspect of this program but approval tosubmit it toihe Court for appropriale act ion.
MR. PAUL KLOSTER:
A question was just raisedfor a briefcomment on the manner in which the seminars would be set up. Would
they all be in-sta te and what would be likely permitted and how it will be funded.
MR. J. PHILIP JOHNSON:
Well. I think we don't anticipate that this commission would be necessarily involved in thie organization of
continuing legal education program. I think that our present set up -we are working to improve our present setup
as far as Bar-sponsored programs areconcerned, and I think we have made progress in that area, and we hope to
expand that. In addition, of course. I think there are a number of other areas that are bound to be approved
programs, like the national organizations - the ABA-ALI Committee, the Practicing Law Institute program, the
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accredited law schooi-sponsored programs, and I think certain self-study programs should certainly be given
consideration. also, as far as those by cassette tapes and other things. So tbe Committee does no(t look upon this as
being a really tight program, but we-are interested in establishing some format for placing the pressure on tiosc
that have not participated in the past to havesome participation.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
I might say that since this was published in The Gavel, we have had some correspondence from people who
were concerned about how it will operatewith reference to older practitioners, for example, orcorporate counsel.
The All orney General expressed the opinion that be didn't feel that State-employed coumel should be exempt from
the provisions of the continuing legal education mandatory requirements and the like. So, if you have questions,
this would be a good time toget to Phil here, who, presuma bly. has all of the answers. Mr. Hunke.
MR. MAURICE HUNKE:
Phil. I not ice that in I heexemptions you did exempt nearly everyone but me. Cal you comment on the basis of
the exemptions that you propose?
MR. J. PHILIP JOHNSON:
Well. I think - hat's one area that should be reviewed by the Committee because I'm not salisfied thaI we
have established or beenable todefine them.and perhaps there should bea basis for applications for individuals to
request applications for exemption- some discretionary aulhori lyon the part of the commission. But, really. the
judges, they have their own programs. of course. We don't have much authority over them. I notice the President
had a comment about - something about all the judges are all the political appointees being appointed to the
Court. I didn't see the humor to that. But the other - we also have had some response from lawyers who are in-
volved with corporate activities and indicate they have no particular program about meeting these requirements
either. So that I don't know that perhaps we can narrow this and make it discretionary.
MR. WILLIAM P. ZUGER:
Is there some provision forgeltingcredil for out-of-state programs?
MR. J. PHILIP JOHNSON:
Well. tile approved programs are not specifically established under tile rule. The commission would.
presumably, determine what the approved programs were. But our thinking has been that these - like I be ABA-
sponsored and the PLI-sponsored programs should certainly - there shouldn't be any real quest ion about I hose
and programs sponsored by accredited law schools. There shouldn't be any problems. Some of these outfils -
well, we gel the mailings all the time. Some of them seem to have a little thin basis as far as education is con-
cerned, other than travel.
MR. WILLIAM P. ZUGER:
The basic one. I guess, is Minnesota.
MR. J. PHILIP JOHNSON:
Oh. yes. I think that Bar-sponsored programs are contemplated to be included, because we cannot put on -
with a bar ofsix or seven hundred, we cannot maintain a staff likesome of the other states. So that I think we've
made progress. but they're going to have to be in part - a lot of it would have to be out-of-state programs. But I
think we have morel hanenough programs now inthe Stale with iheexisling schedule we have.
MR. ARMOND ERICKSON:
Phil. I't just wondering when we take a look at the size of our Bar. being approximately 700 - Minnesota
7.000. Wisconsin 7.700. Iowa 4,000 - and yet we ask 45 hours over a three-year period, and now I refer back to you
as CLE. It seems to me it's jusl a constructiveques ion whether or not the CLE program in Nort h Dakota would be
able to provide sufficient hours of options to these people to make up the 45 hours. It may be food for thought that
are we going to require them logo to Minnesota to get their educa lion? And if we talk about 15 hours per year. you
surely would have tohave someoptions availableto them. In otherwords, you would have to provide more hait 15
hours. Do you see that that's feasibile in your CLE program without too much of a strain on your anticipated
budget?
MR. J. PHILIP JOHNSON:
Well. I think - that's somewhat of a judgment as to- there may be basis for saying that weshould establish
an initial level that is lower than 45 tours. I don't have a hard opinion on that. But 45 hours. when you consider
classwork -really.we're just talkingaboul hours-actual hours of participation in course work. and it is not lhal
substantial. I think erhaps Ihebulk of lawyers now aredoing that.
Doug. you had some other thoughts.
MR, DOUGLAS CHRISTENSEN:
Just that we have made a provision in iherule itself. To answer your question on it, there's a provision in tile
rule itself thait heCLE Committee must present 30 hours a year within the State-double tile time-and right now.
if you a tend your midwinter board and yoursummer meeting. yourmore thtan cover it with theprogramis that are
presented already, You have enough education available at just those two bar meetings each year to more thain
meet the minimum requirement under therule. plus we have videotape facilities now to make them available in
thedifferent divisinal districts-say in Dickinson or Minot or Crosby. if you wanted it.
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MR. RAYMOND RUND:
Mr. Chairman. Will this be actual instruction?-1 hat is. 15 hours of instruction? It isn't silting in a room like
this and talkingabout something else. You can have a Bar Association meeting or business and we're talking now
of instruciion-t5 hours of instruction a year.
It isn't time out on the golf course.
MR. J. PHILIP JOHNSON:
Now obviously this is a self-policing situation and somebody's going to certify to something unless-the
commission is not going tobe in a position togoaround poking into a look behind its certification, unless there's
some objection or complaint.
MR. RUND:
That's fine. It should be understood that it should be instruction and not other things.
MR. J. PHILIP JOHNSON:
Yes. I think the question of defining-the commission would have to define further exactly what are ac-
ceptable in advance-acceplable programs, so that people wouldn't be operating in the dark, and ihat would be
one of their functions.
MR. WILLIAM S. MURRAY:
Judge Johnson, I'moneofthe people that wrote in. I'm Bill Murray from Bismarck, and I'm wholly employed
by a corporation. I would like to make the point that I was real negative about exempting such persons on the
theory that those peoplewho, aboveall, are segregated and set apart from the profession of law and who intend to
lose contact with it should be the very ones that need this the most, rather than try to squeeze into a loophole there.
I mentioned toyou a technicality in there about the nature of the corporations, and so on. So I can understand
maybe this is what the Attorney General also meant-the same thing. We don't want any half-qualified lawyers or
sublawyers employed by us who came under this.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
Thank you very much, Phil. We appreciate your presentation.
I might say to Bill over here that whatever letters we've received have all been forwarded to the CLE Com-
mittee for their review and such useas theywishto make of it. and Raymond. when hewas referring to matters
other than educational materials. I'm sure was referring to golf. Maybe he plays. I don'l know.
MR. RAYMOND RUND:
I'm not against golf, you understand. You want that understood.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
Ladies and gentlemen, we'll be in recess as far as the business session is concemed until tomorrow aflernoon
at Iwo o'clock.
(The General Assembly recessed at 11 :18 A. M., Thursday, June 19, 1975.)
GENERAL ASSEMBLY
2:45 o'clock P.M.
Friday, June 20, 1975
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
Ladies and gentlemen, we'll call the meeting to order.
With the registration packets there were distributed to you two sheets which constitute a report of our finan-
cial condition as of the end of May-the amoundts that we owe,and the like. We have also in the Executive Com-
mit tee reviewed a proposed budget, and I call on Armond G. Erickson, our President-Elect, to present that budget
report at this time.
PRESIDENT-ELECT ERICKSON:
The total budget set forth for the year oranticipated for the year 1976is $95,590.00. It was this year $96,140.00,
and you will note that that probably shows a net reduction, but that's a little bit deceptive to you, probably. You
should understand that in actual administration of the Bar-that is, in the association office-there will be an in-
crease of about five or six thousand dollars, which is purchasing additional equipment for the office, which we
need, and, also, salaries and related items, such as Social Security, which is a necessary part of that. The budget
was approved by the Executive Committee on April 12th, and just to take a quick look at it, we may miss the
postage, because of the recent announcement that postage again is going up. If you take a look and try to compare
to the prior years. you will note that we have consolidated a couple of committees. For instance, we have con-
solidated Public Informationand Information and Service. They'rekind of one and the same and. therefore, you'll
notice that the one that's thereis increasedbut you'll not note the other oneat all.
If you have questions, we'll try toanswer them for you. As faras this year is concerned, we have a few days
left in the year. It does appear as though we are going to be five or six thousand dollars within the budgeted
amount. As a member of the Executive Committee. I have gone over this several limeswith Mr. Schuller and the
Executive Committee, and we are satisfied that there are sufficient resources or will be sufficient resources
available to take care of the budget. And to get the discussion, if any, on it, I would move the adoption of the
proposed budget.
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PRESIDENT KIRBY:
Is there a second io that motion? Seconded by larold Anderson.
Now is therediscussion on tie motion, which is toadopt the budget? I might add to what Armond has said that
we are audited regularly and theaudit report was also reviewed by the Executive Committee, and we are finan-
cially sound and operating within our means.
Tle quest ion has been called. All in favor say "aye." Opposed? It's carried unanimously.
At this time we'll have a report which is scheduled to be given by Dick Forest of the Information & Service
Committee for us.
MR. RICHARD J. FOREST:
Thank you, Mr. President.
I had the opportunity to spend a couple days in Minneapolis here on May I and May 2. which was Law Day. of
course, and I think it was significant enough that Bob Schuller asked if I would take a couple of minutes and tell
you people about it.
I would call your attention to the Information & Service Committee report in the annual committee reports.
the publication which was also in your packet and which very briefly, does mention this law-education related
conference in Minneapolis. This was a seven-state conference attended by representatives of Iowa. Minnesota,
South Dakota, Nebraska, Wisconsin and, of course. North Dakota. Approximately 225 people attended that. Out of
the225. I would just guess that there must have been about 75attorneysand the balance wereeducators from te
various school systems. There were seven attorneys from the North Dakota Bar Association there representing
both the Bar Association and the respective communities that they were from. The areas represented in North
Dakota were Minot, Grand Forks, Bismarck, Dickinson and Fargo. each represented by education people from the
local school systems and the attorneys. The purpose of this particular conference-one which, I might add, the
North Dakota Bar Associationcontributed one thousand dollars to-was centered on the ABA programs on youth
education, and these programs encourage and support efforts between the local and state bar associations and the
various school systemson thedevelopment of law-related educational programs, and basically. I suppose, they try
to provide ti he understanding oftlie law, the legal system, the legal process, et cetera.
We started out theconference with a film "To Reason Why," and I mention that only for one thing, and that is
hai the ABA in Chicago has over 800 films and filmstrips which areavailable to any state and local bar association
for any type presentation. They're colored slides, regular movie films, any number of types of things in almost
every category that you can imagine. They havedeveloped some new ones just recently on women's rights, drug
abuse-this type of'thing. But they have over 800 films available, and I would think that if any of us in our
respective communities want to have some type of a program in which a film would be in order or be shown. you
certainly call on the ABA inChicago, or this one film title of "To Reason Why" they showed us in this Law-Related
Education Conference.
The attendees were basically teams from the cities that we talkedabout and there werefiveor sixpeopleon a
team. We all went then to various workshops in which the personnel from the ABA presented the various programs
that they have developed over the past few years. There was one program called "The Role of Lawyers in Law-
Related Education"-how the lawyer can work with the school system and develop educational programs.
developing community support, utilizing community resources-any numbers of things that they have available,
and I might ad I thought they were absolutely outstanding.
I just want tocall yourattention to twoprograms that I thought were of interest in our neighboring states. One
program is called "Inquire." The State of Wisconsin has it. It's sponsored by the Wisconsin Bar Foundation, and
it's specifically for high school students.
The conference we at tended simply had programs for kindergarten, elementary, secondary and through high
school. This project that Wisconsin has in for highschool studentsonly, and they deal in such topics as consumer
law. lenantl problems, again drug abuse, some of the newer ones in reference to juvenile justice, marriage and
family, family relations-this type of a thing-and this is conducted in over 200 high schools in the stale of
Wisconsin and they are involved in 64 counties in that State, and I think they've really covered the State with this
type of a program and it really brings home, I think, to these students the law and how it relates to them.
I think by far the most outstanding project-and I use the word "outstanding--coming from he ABA,
because theysay it is the most outstanding of all the 50states-mis our neighboring Stateof Minnesota. They have a
booklet entitled "The Student Lawyer." And I don't know how many of you have seen that. I would say it's about
200 pages. Again, it's for high school students. It's broken up into all of the categories that you would find in a
nrmal businesslawbook or a criminal law book-any of these types of things. It's taught on a give-and- take type
of a session, with attorneys as guest speakers and instructors setting up the program. It's absolutely a fantastic
booklet. The Young Lawyer Section of the Minnesota Bar Association developed it a number of years ago-"a
number"-I guess I should say about four or five years ago. It took them two or three years to comprise tie
booklet, and I'm sure they have to update it, of course, every year. But it is something that, I think. is outstanding
in reference to law-related programs for the young people in our State, and I mention these two, and I guess I
would certainly urge the cooperation of the North Dakota Bar Association in trying to develop a program
something like Minnesota or something like Wisconsin in which these attorneys participate very heavily in the
community involvement, in the school systems, in setting up a program in which it brings the fact that everyone
has to be responsible to the law. That fact holds true to all of the respective students. I know that I'm going to
continue in this part. Mr. Lynn Davidson of the Department of Public Instruction in Bismarck is going to be file
spearhead or the leader for the school systems, and I would hope thai we could have the encouragement of the
State Bar Association in t he next few years totry to developa program like this. It's going totake a long lime, but I
think it's overdue. and I think that this would not only help ourpublic relations image, but it would certainly help
tle development of our young people. Thank you.
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PRESIDENT KIRBY:
Thank you. Dick. I think this report is being reviewed by te Executive Committee, and we don't know at this
moment how soon his proposals will be implemented.
During lie past year we have had considerable effort devoted to improvement of our disciplinary system.
particularly lie formulation of new rules and procedures for the handling of grievences which are presented
against lawyers in this State and, as I indicated earlier, there has also been adopted a Code of Professional
Responsibility-or a Code of Judicial Responsibility for the judges, and tIere is also now legislat ion on lte hooks to
implement and to assist in the disciplining. retirement, removal, if you like, of judges.
Toexplainwhat hasbeen doneand togiveyoua report on that, I'll callfirston Chief Justice Erickstad, who
will give tie first part of tie presentation, and then he will be followed by te Chairman of fte Grievance Com-
mission. Lowell Lundberg. Chief Justice Erickstad.
CHIEF JUSTICE RALPH J. ERICKSTAD:
Thank you. Mr. Kirby. Mr. Kautzmann. Ladies and gentlemen of the North Dakota Bar Association.
I am going to exercise a privilege that I may not have. I don't think I'll stay too closely to te prescribed
assignment.
What I'd like tosay beforegetting into thesubject is that I'd like to express my appreciation to tie State Bar
Association. and particularly its Director, its Executive Committee, its Legislative Committee. particularly Mr.
Conmy. who attended so manyof the meetings of tle Legislature and Committee meetings, and I'd like to (hank
especially the lawyer legislators whodevoted so much time in support of the judiciary during tile last legislative
session. We especially also appreciate the efforts of the Young Lawyers Section of the State Bar Association
directed toward securing a legislative study and ultimate funding of a new Supreme Court and Judicial Ad-
ministra:ion Building. Many of the plans we have for improving the judiciary could not have been considered
without youraid.So I thankyou very much.
Now I've been asked (ospeak toyou on the importance of courtesy, but because that might infer that I think
that lawyers are generally discourteous, which they are not, I shall leave that subject by merely suggesting that
lawyers should extend the same courtesy to the municipal judges of the smallest cities as they ex tend to the judges
of our court. A commitment to appear at a hearing at a specific place, date and time should always be honored.
Perhaps some day we might talk more specifically, and I would hope that it would involve a panel, on tle ap-
propriate conduct of lawyers during a court trial: but I don't think you care to hear hat today and I'm not
prepared to discuss it today.
Now, then, that is what I've been assigned tospeak to youonand now I'd like to take tle rest of my time to
give you just a little report on the slate of the judiciary in North Dakota as I see it, and in that connection I'll
probably tell youa littlebit about the recent past ,about the present, and what we hope for in the future,
First of all, I think you all know that at the end of August in 1974 our Supreme Court became completely
current. In other words, we had no backlog of cases. Someone asked me the other day "What do you mean when
you say that?" and I would explain it this way: That means that we have heard oral arguments ott every case
tlat's ready for oral argument and we have rendered written opinions which have been decided by a majority of
our Court on all of those cases that we have heard. I don't know how you can be more current than that. Aid Ihat
was ilie situation we were in at the end of August in 1974. Our Court made a decision at the end of 1974 to postpone
oral arguments on the December cases to January, and we then were able to devote all our December time to
completing opinions that were previously heard by the Court. Sowhen thetwonew members ofour Court joined us
in January of 1975, we were again current when you consider, however, that we had postponed one month's work.
So ihat all of ihe judges started out onan equal basis in January of 1975.
In visiting withJudge Morris, whom youall know, who served our Court for 30 years and has now been retired
12 years. he recalls of no other instance when the Supreme Court of our State was completely current. So we're
proud of that fact, and we owe a lot to a lot of people for having been able to reach that stage. We owe the
Legislature for having given us the financial support of employ the personnel in the Clerk's office, to employ law
clerks toassist the judges in writing and research of opinions. We owe a great dealas I'vesaid before, toyou, lie
members of the Bar Association, for the great support you have given us in securing these advantages and these
additional tools, and we owe great credit to the district judges who have been willing to come in and serve when
one of tile judges of our Court has been disqualified.
Now, then, secondly, I would like to say though, before I pass that subject, that this is not going to be the
situation perhaps forever. We're making an attempt again to become completely current, and we hope to be able
toannounce in a month or twoor maybe sooner, that we are again completely current. So those of you who have
cases that you'veargued in our Court, you're not going to have towait too long to hear the results. But we know
that if our Slate suffers-or probably that isn't the proper tern-develops as a result of the coal or oil industry,
that that will necessarily bring people into our State, and whenever you have an increase in the population, you
normally have an increase in litigation, and it may result in increased caseloads in areas in which we're not suf-
fering that problem at the present time. If that happens, we will perhaps have to consider some new approaches.
and I think that's why I'd like toannounce today that I'd like to haveyou thinking ahead to the day when we mgight
need an intermediate appellate court. I'd like to have you think ahead so that it doesn't come upon you as a shock
when someday we findit necessary toask you forthat kind of support. Right now we don't need that court. I'll talk
toyou a little later about some things I think are much more pressing.
Secondly, we have revised the Rules of Civil Procedure and the Rules of Appellate Procedure. and for the first
time in the history of our State we have Court Rules of Ciminal Procedure. You know that we're also considering
amending the Civil Rules again and we'll also be considering a table in connection with the appellate rules. We
hope that ihoseofyou whohavespecial interests in these rules and who studied them will be present at the time of
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the hearing. We will hope to not only consider the changes in the Rules. bul that will have been able to agree upon
then by the end of this summer. So we would Ipe that by the time we convene court in September, tha the
proposed rules chianges will have not only been considered, but adopted insome form or attot her.
Thirdly. in the history of our State. our Supreme Court has made an attempt - I'd like to express that word -
those words - that we've made ati attempt to supervise lie Court system. We've attempted to implement our
supervisory power under Section 86 of lie State Constitution, and this we did by appointing presiding judges
through the promulgation of Administrative Order No. 1. Through the use off presiding judges, we hope to do a
better job of administering ithe district courts of our State, consisting presently of 19 judges. I might say that in
recent months we've had quilea development in this respect. We've found that the presiding judge idea has been
helpful. 11 certainly hasn't beena complete solution to our problems. We have had one presiding judge resign, and
we have filled that position. Asyouknow. Judge Maxwell has resigned his position as a presiding judge - not as a
district judge - and we'veappointed in his place Judge Bakken. We have attempted torespond to requests of the
presiding judges forassignments into their districts of other judges from our districts in the areas - districts in
which the caseload is tie greatest. That, apparently, presently is the Fourth Judicial District arid t Ite First
Judicial District. I can personally say that. altltough we have the power to assign judges, it is not always prac-
ticable aid it is verydifficull todo. I havepersonally been on the telephone with judges in an attempt todo ihat arid
spent tihe betlerparl of a day insecuringassignnents into the Fourth Judicial District not long agoand was able to
secure itheassislance of threedistricl judgesfor the May termsin Burleigh County.
In our attempt toassigna judge into the First Judicial District.we ran into difficulty aid, as you know. one of
our judges resigned- or I shIould say retired on physical disabilityor made application for it - and jus the other
day here at the Judicial Council we hiouored that request and we have retired Judge Warner on disability effective
July I of this year. Wewill hopelial the Governorwill be able to take prompt action and appoint a sucessor so that
that district will havea full-time district judge functioning in that part of the State.
Now. through funds whirh tile Legislature has appropriated, we hope to improve the administration of justice
in the other liers of ourcourt system by judicial training and seminars, As you know, we have approximately 205 -
I don't know if you realize that, but we have approximately 205 municipal judges, 17 of whom are law-trained. Only
17. 38 ctunty justices, 32 of whom are law-trained. 38 county judges without increased jurisdiction, ivie of wliom is
law-trained. And 15county judges with increased jurisdiction. whoare all law-trained. In the 1975-1977 budget for
the judiciary, there is included approximately $60,000 for judicial training. Incidentally, three judicial training
seminars were held in this present biennium to educate the courts of limited criminal jurisdiction: one at lie
University of North Dakota in ie summer of 1973, one at Bismarck in the spring of 1974. and one at two different
Iocations - Mayville State College and the Ramada Inn at Dickinson - in the fall of 1974. Because of the ii.
porlance that I believe the seminars should be given, I personally attended every hour of those sessions, and I
found that those who attended those sessionas were appreciative, and I think that they fell they were well wor I
their time. However. many of those who should have attended did not attend, and for that reason we asked tire
Legislature to make judicial training compulsory. Now I'm talking about judicial training. You people were
talkirg the other day - yesterday. I believe it was -about legal training being made compulsory. We asked the
Legislature to make judicial training compulsory. When we first suggested this, we suggested that it be com-
pulsory only yearly on t he lower court level, not affecting the Dist rict and Supreme Court level. Some of the count yjudges of increased jurisdiclion who attended that Judicial Council meeting felt Ihat we were Ireating them less
Itan equal and, iherefore, it was moved by one of our district judges that we include all judges in Ithe compulsory
training. arid that motion prevailed, and that's the way the bill went into the Legislature. However, while lie bill
was in the Legislature and without any effort on our part, the Senate Judiciary Committee deleted the Supreme
CAiurl and District Court from annual compulsory judicial training, apparently because they felt that these judges
were receiving training annually through the Five-State Judicial Conference and through the opportunities that
lie District and Supreme Court Judges have to attend the National College of Judiciary at the University of
Nevada and other places. And so the bill passed with only the other courts being compelled to attend annually a
judicial trainingsession.That's ineffect nowandwill be-should be in effect. I should say.on July 1.
Now for some time I've been very concerned about the fact that many of our municipal courts are funct ioning
with outdated city ordinances. Many of our smaller cities have failed to keep their city ordinances up to date. I
started my legal career as a municipal judge in Dvils Lake, and I know that our ordinances weren't in tie best
shape then.andunless they'vebeen improved upon since then, they probably are not uptodate. However, I'd like
togive credit totheCityof Devils Lake and the County of Ramsey for the tremendous improvement they've made
in thephysical facilities whichiheyhave provided for the Municipal Court and the county courts and for the lower
court generally.
Now with funds from the Combined Law Enforcement Counciland mate hing funds from the League of Cities, a
project has now been undertaken to prepare model city ordinances as they relate to criminal law aspects of city
government. This project also contemplates meetings in 16 different parts of the State to aid in securing the
passage of new ordinances once they have been devised. Now I supported this from the very beginning with thie
hope that not only would we develop some proposed ordinances, but that the city fathers throughout the State of
North Dakota - and I should say city fathers, and mothers nowadays - throughout the State of North Dakota
would be encouraged to adopt these ordinances because, unless they're adopted, of course, they're meaningless.
For the first time in the history of our State, our people will have someone to whom they may take their
complaints against judges, because the people approved an amendment to the judicial article of our State Con-
stilulion last November. Our Judicial Council supported a bill in this Legislature patterned after tile procedure
followed in California, which established a judicial qualifications commission with authority to recommend
retirement, removal or censureship of all judges. I'm happy to say that the Legislature passed that bill, arid you
know from yesterday afternoon's report by Representative Atkinson that they did pass that bill, which is Senate
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Bill 2275. and they passed it with only minor amendments and appropriated $20.000 to administer it. We asked for
$50.000. and so.ofcourse, we'rea little disappointed in the amount of money tiat was appropriated.
Asa result of that fact. I have asked the President of our Sate Bar Association and Ile Chairman of he Slate
Bar Board toconsider Ihe possibility of participating in providing us with a joint slaff which could be used not only
for the judicial qualifications commission but alsofor the purpose of assisting the disciplinary commission, which.
of course. you know. is funded through funds of the State Bar Board. I will look forward toseeing whal aclioiin your
Executive Committee takeson that request. and I hope it will be favorable. Now this commission will be guided by
our new Code of Judicial Conduct which became effective in our State on January 1. 1975.
Sixth. Many other developments are taking place within the judiciary. The North Dakota Criminal Justice
Commission. consisting of 50 members, the chairman of which is Robert Hubbard, a professor at Minot State
College, is studying our State in light of the five reports of the National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice
Standards and Goals. If you haven't seen those reports, you really should. Especially I would like to refer you Io
the reports on corrections and on courts. They're thick volumes. but they're interesting reading. and if you would
take them along with you on your vacation and glance at them, if you are able to find a vacation this summer. I
think you might find that there's a lot in then, worth reading and considering.
A 19-member management information system comm iltee, chaired by Just ice Pederson, is studying our court
system to find better ways of reporting what we are doing and better ways of doing what we are reporting. A
special committee of our Judicial Council, chaired by Judge Glaser. is preparinga manual for te use of our courts
of limited criminal jurisdiction, which should be finished soon.
Seventh. The members of our Bar Board have for years conscientiously handled a thankless and sometimes
disagreeable task - that of examining applicants for admission to the Bar of our State. It has been disagreeable
when applicants have failed their examinations and the Board members have had to withhold their recon-
mendation for admission to practice law before our Court. Supporters of those who have failed the Bar
examination have secured introduction of bills in the Legislature which, if approved, would have permitted
graduates of our Law School to practice upon proof of graduation without further examination. Such diploma
privilege legislation has thus far failed, but discontent is still evident over oursystem. At the National Conference
of Chief Justices last year, I learned that 39 states are now using the multi-slate objective bar examination in
varying degrees and in varyingways. Since ihemulti-state examination covers only fivesubject s, it should iot. for
that reason alone, be reliedupon exclusively. Some states combine the multi-slate objective tests with the essay
lests and givea lesser weight tot i he multi-stale lest. and some approve the applicants who pass the multi-state test
without checking tihe essay answers. Perhaps we could improve our I esting by drawing upon lie experiences of tle
states who have used the multi-stale lest.
I believe that our Board is continuously searching for ways of improving our system and for their con-
scientious and valuable service. I wish io thank them. I know that this is an area where a lot of thinking is being
done and perhaps a lol more Ihinking will have lobe done before there will be a satisfactory soluion. Testing has
never been popular, and it probably never will be. I see a few professors from the Law School and the Dean smile
at that remark.
Eighth. Our Grievance Commission and our grievance committees, which investigate complaints against our
lawyers, not only maintain the high standards of the legal profession by prosecuting those who fail to measure up
to the code of professional responsibility, but they weed out the unfounded complaints that otherwise could destroy
a lawyer's reputation. Nowjust recently we were represented at aregional disciplinary conference sponsored by
the American Bar Association in San Francisco by Mr. Lowell Lundberg, the Chairman of the Grievance Com-
mission, whom you will hear from later, Lou Dunn, the Secretary of our Commission, Bob Schuller, the Executive
Director of your Association, and by Justice Pederson of our Court. I think that our delegates - the four of them -
were very pleased with the meeting and that they will have many good ideas for improvini our system as a result
of their attendance at that conference. I've personally examined the written material discussed there, and l am
impressed with it. It is my hope that our Grievance Commission will recommend to our Court that we adopt new
rules of disciplinary procedure patterned after the suggested guidelines for rules of disciplinary enforcement
adopted by the standing committeeon Professional Discipline of the American Bar Association.
Incidentally. I believe that we could prevail upon Mr. Michael Frank. I lie Executive Director of the Slate Bar
Association of Michigan, who is an autlhority on the proposed guidelines, to come to our Stale to speak to us on the
guidelines and on Michigan's experience with lay people on their commission, if the members of tie Bar or of the
Grievance Commission were interested.
Ninth. We are just beginning to attack the problems of administering tile entire judicial system. In tile future
we hope to receive advice on how we may better administer our courts from various sources, including the
American Bar Association Committee on Standards Relating to Court Organization, tle National College of tle
Stale Judiciary at lie University of Nevada, the American Judicature Society, Ithe Appellate Judges Conference at
New York University and the Five-State Judicial Conference. The last session of our Legislature, through touse
Concurrent Resolution 3056. approved a new judicial article patterned after the judicial article of Ihe Cons ilulion
prepared by te Second Constitutional Convention. This resolution will be considered by our people as an amend-
ment to our present Constitution at the primary election on September 7th. 1976. If a majority of our people ap-
prove it. our Supreme Court will be given tie authority to redistribute the workload of our district courts by
redistricting the judicial districts, At tile present time. redistricting is in the hands of ile legislature and
redistricting is an emotional subject. especially when it is in the hands of the Legislature. I know. because I served
in te Legislature. Thai is only one thing that would be changed with the new judicial article. Thai one change
would, however, give us an opportunity to make an honest and conscientious attempt at redistributing the
workload of the district courts of our State. I would htope that your would read carefully Concurrent Resoluion 3056
and that, if you believe in it. that you would organize support throughout your areas aid throughout the State for
the adoption of 3056. If you do not believe in it and if you object to it, I hope you will also then beconme active in
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opposing it. But (hereafter, I hope you will come to the next session of the Legislature with your ideas for im-
proving upon tie philosophy expounded in it, so that we may ultimately proceed to do the work that the people
expect us to do.
I think that a resolution sometime by this Association would be significant. I expect that this is too soon. aid I
know. according to the rules I heard laid down the firs( day of Ihismeeling, that that would be impossible to con-
sider such a resolution at this Convention. But if it is tobe of any assistance to the passageof this legislation or ho
thedefeat of it -whateveryoushnulddecide- Iwould think ha( some action should be taken by tits group at its
next convention.
Because of the necessity of maintaining an independent judiciary, a legislative and executive aid judicial
compensation commission is also a maler of great importance. Although proposed amendments to Senate Con-
current Resolution 4014, providing for such a commission, were submitted to the House Committee oin Slate att(l
Federal Government during tie last legislative session, t he resolution was indefinitely postponed. Thirteen slates
in the United States have such a commission, which makes recommendations relative to salaries tt l(al ie elected
officials of thesebranches of government should receive. Salary asdetermined in this way should become less of a
political matter and should be more based upon tie importance of the posit ion than on other possible improper or
irrelevant considerations. It is somewhat demeaning for anyone toappear before a committee for (lie increase of
his or her own salary, and the judiciary is no exception. But if it were thought that any member of the judiciary
favored any member of the Legislature because of tile attitude or opposed any member of the Legislature because
of the attitude displayed during the Legislature, it would be a travesty upon our judicial system and. therefore. I
would like to suggest that there are ways of avoiding that paricular problem of leaving any impression that h*
judiciary is in any way beholden to any legislator or to any group within the Legislature, and that would be by
establishing a commission which, hopefully, would be of unbiased, unprejudiced people selected from the State at
large who would consider this issue from a nonpolitial basis.
I have copies of House Concurrent Resolution 3056, which passed, and copies of Senate Concurrent Resolution
4014 and proposed amendments, which failed, and I will leave them with your secretary for whatever deem ap-
propriate.
I could talk much longer, but I know I've taken more time than I should have. about our judiciary and the ef-
fects and efforts we are exerting to improve it. But our time has expired. I would like to just conclude with this
comment: For nineyears now I've been giving the talk at the evening which is the occassion for installing the Boys
State officials at the Boys State on the University campus at Fargo, and it's a challenging experience each year.
Seven years ago it was especially challenging. After I gave my talk-I don't remember how this was handled-but
I suggested I would like to have a response privately or otherwise from anyone who wished to visit with me on
what I had said. I did not realize what I was asking for. I did not anticipate the response and the degree in which I
received it. But I will say this: The counselors that attend Boys State are selected from leaders of our youth who
attend our colleges throughout the United States-not only colleges within our State, but throughout the United
States-and they're exposed to philosophies and ideas beyond the background that I had growing up at Stark-
weather, North Dakota, back in 1923 and '22, and I was informed by one of these counselors that what I said was all
wrong, that what our generation believed was all wrong, and that there was going to be a revolution in this
Country. and that this would take place within ten years. We are now only three years away from [fat time. aiid
that there was nothing-nothing-absolutely nothing that my generation or that I could do about it to prevent il.
Now Ididn'i agree with him I hen and Idon't agreewith him now. Iresepect him for being honest enough to express
las views and bewilling towarnus. But I believe that there is something that our generation, and It hink as a result
of this noon luncheon weshouldsay "generations" because we know that we don't represent just one generation-
any one-we represent a number of generations. But I believe that our generations can dosomething, aid I believe
wemust dosomething. I know that I am privileged to live in the finest country in the World under the best system
of government. but Iamnolsoblind as tonotrealize that it hasits imperfections and that I may be a part of them
I think we owe it not only to ourselves and not only to our children, but toour children's children, to make ever,
possbile effort we can to improve our system and make it work so that our children and their children and thei:
children may live under freedom as we experienced it.
Thank you very much.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
Lowell. if you'll come forward. I might say. while Lowell is coming'up, that the Executive Committee has
condisered some of the matters which the Chief Justice referred loin his report. and they will also be considering
tomorrow the matter offinancial assistance, which lie has asked us toconsider.
I now present Lowell Lundberg. who is Chairman of (lie Grievance Commission. has served on it several
years, and as Chairman. I don't remember how long, but he can tell you.
MR. LOWELL W. LUNDBERG:
Thank you, Ward.
Colleagues all:
First, let me say that tie Grievance Commission of the Supreme Court and the Grievance Committees of (ire
State Bar Association work as a team together in accomplishing the resolutions of disciplinary maiers. arid for
some insight into the functioning of those committees, I would commend you to the annual committee reports
booklet that was included inthe material (hat you received on registration. You'll find in there a report from each
of tie grievance committees containing interesting statistics in terms of (lie number of cases investigated and
handled, and the like. More particularly, I think it should be pointed out and emphasized here that the one thing
thait makes this system workinlIhis Stae.andit does work in this Slate, is (lie wonderful cooperation and the hard
work thait we get from tie volunteer members of these two committees. The way it works is that t(ie Commission
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consists of six members. onememberfrom each judicial district around fhe State. We're appointed for three-year
terms by the Supreme Court. I'm in the third year of my term now. in my sixth year lhen. if you will. The
Grievance Commission acts as an arm of the Supreme Court in considering these disciplinary matters. The
complaint, when it is received, is referred to one of the two grievance committees and referred specifically to the
chairman of the committee, who, in turn, assignes it to his member or to one of his committee members for in-
vestigalion and report back to the commit tee. The hearing, if there is one, is held at tie commit lee level, and I
might mention just in passing that the Grievance Committee East had a very interest ing session no too long ago
involving about 15 participating witnesses, complete with counsel on boilt side, and spent tie better part of a (lay
working at it.
You can be assured that te grievance process is alive and well in North Dakota and it is funct inting in terms
of te framework of the rules that were promulgated in 1965. However, on a national basis, Watergate and its ii-
plications have had serious effects on disciplinary procedures. It's caused tife American Bar Association to give
far more attention to Item-lo these matters--4han it had in prior years. The result is that there has been
established within the framework of he American Bar Association a Center for Disciplinary Affairs. They're
carrying on actively throughout the United States efforts to obtain from all of the several states information as to
how they are handling their disciplinary procedures. They have come up with and have made available to
us. as Judge Ericksad mentioned, some suggested guidelines for rules ofdisciplinary enforcement. and lie fact is
that even in advance of this there have been established and there has been working in this Stale a joint com-
mittee, consisting of members of the Greivance Committee and members of the disciplinary enforcenent Com-
mittee of the State Bar Association, and I can advise Judge Erickstad here at this meeting publicly, as I have
advised him privately, that we would expect to have available for presenta lion to lie Supreme Court in mid-July
recommendations for some changes to the rules of disciplinary procedure ini tie Slate. These recomnendations
will include, among other things, provisions which are not now included. For example, our present rules are
inadequate in that they make noprovisionforanyforthwith suspension of an at torney who is convicted of a crime.
They are inadequate in another respect. and that is in respect of the disability of the attorney arising from illness
or. fur example, from alcoholism or drug addiction.
I might mention in that connection that our sister State of Minnesota has achieved some really significant and
wonderful results in this area. They have arranged and have evolved a system of probation where aln attorney who
is-for example, first, with alcoholism, is afforded an opporlunity to continue to practice. but on a kind of
probationary status, where it's necessary for him to report directly to a volunteer member of life Bar who is
assigned to monitor his performance, and the function of that volunteer member is to be sure that the guy is
slaying dry, payingatention tobusiness andgetting hiswork done.
We also feel that the rules suffer somewhat in terms of being enabled to achieve thepromp ness of aclion that
is obviously desireable. The function of the disciplinary system is really closely allied with the public relations
effort that should be of interest and of significance to every member of the Bar, and one of lie problems that we
have with the volunteer system that we're using is that we can't dictate to these volunteer workers with tiuch
force and effect any deadlines for them toaccomplish their work.
I think that it's obvious that this Bar Association and the Supreme Court must look toward lie time when there
must be a professional administration of disciplinary matters so that they can be investigated and disposed of
promptly.
Finally, and one other area that's coming, and I guess we could allude to the comments of our luncheon
speaker today interms of theproposition that we tend tothink of these things in terms ofihe mind set that we have.
We're coming to the time when there are going lobe lay people sitting on this Grievance Commission, and lI'm as
sure of that as I am that I'm standing here and addressing you right now. I don't believe that this next recoin-
mendation for changes in the rules is going to contain anything with reference to fhat point, but I can assure you,
on the basis of what I'velearned I hrough contact with disciplinary people in other states, that it is not only coming,
and it isn't all bad either: as a matter of fact, those slates that have implemented it speak very highly of ie
desirability of having lay people on the final board of review.
I have arranged with Bob Schuller, because of the shortness of time that has been available here at this
meeting and because we're moving toward theelection of officers and [he close of the business session. I am going
to work with Bob and we're going to seek to make this available to you in more-detailed form through ie
newsletter over the course of the next several issues, and beyond that lien, I thank you very much for this
privilege to address you.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
Thank you, Lowell.
I'll appoint toacl astellersAl Wolf, JackRilling and John Richardson,
We'll ask Byron Edwards to come up and we'll start through the items of business that require niot ions and
seconds, as well as votes.
MR. EDWARDS:
Mr. President and members:
The Resolutions Commitlee, inactingonthie resolutions that are presented, merely acts from lhe slandpniii of
presentation of tile resolutions and as to lie form of the resolution and the text thereof, as to whether or tot it
complies with our Conslitutionand Bylaws. The Committee itselfin approving a resolution, is not approving lie
resolution with reference to the subject matter thereof and is not expressing an opinion in that regard. These
resolutions-the first eight-have been published and sent out to you in the SBAND news. There also were copies
here for you to pick up.
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Proposed Resolution No. i is tile resolution with reference 1o the mailer of Ihe license fee for full-time
governmenlal employees, and tile Commit lee approves I he reselu lion as 10 form.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
Does someone wilb Io move its adoplion?
MR. GARY ANNEAR:
I would move. Mr. President.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
Mot ion by Gary Annear. It there a second? Seconded by Jerry Riley.
Now are we ready for discussion? Is there discussion on this motion? And the resolution is very short, so I'll
read this one.
"BE IT RESOLVED that any person who has an unrevoked certificate of admission to lhe Bar of this Slate.
wlto is a fulltime governmental employee, shall have an annual license issued upon he payment of a fee of
iwenty-five dollars."
This was proposed by the North Dakota Federal Bar Association. Discussion.
MR. RAY McINTEE:
Why? Why twenly-five dollars?
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
I'm not in a position Ioanswer lte question. We'll have to ask someone of the proposing group. Gary, would you
like to?
MR. GARY ANNEAR:
Thank you. Mr. President. To begin with, we have attempted through the Federal Bar Association-I think
there's, oh. about 20 members throughout the Stale of North Dakota who are practicing attorneys that are
members. We feel that for several reasons. Number one, of course, we are not competing with the State Bar
Association or the membership of the State Bar in private practice. We're prohibited from the entrance into the
private sector. We feel, also. that the State Bar Association is set up more toward the private sector with its
program and. also, through its seminars. and it isset up basically for the private individuals who areservicing the
public in lieSate. Wefeel. also. even though the Slate Bar Association would license tie attorneys in the Federal
sector, that we are not subject to disciplinary ac lion: in other words, if wewould commit some wrong, we would be
disciplined by tle Federal Bar-or Federal Government. rather than tie State Bar Association. We feel liat. of
course, we are prohibited from ihe private practice, and it is not a condition of employment tlhal we are members
of the State Bar Associationbut in theend result, we do like toretain our liaison and fellowship wit htile mtembers
of the local Barand that's why this proposed resolution was adopted and passed by the Federal Bar Associalion in
ilie State of North Dakota.
I think, all in all, in counting. I believe that presently there are about twenty Federal employees that would be
affected by this.of which I thinkeighteenarepresently members of the State Bar Association.
PRESIDENT-ELECT ERICKSON:
This mattercame up lo our Executive Committee on behalf of these opponents. We talked about il briefly and
we thought it wouldbebest thaiit comebefore thisgroup asa whole. Since that time Ihave visitedwith proponcnls
and I have in my filea leller from them, and the letter clearly indicated that such Federal attorneys that were by
theirwork prohibited-and I find this word missirg in the resolution-and without that word I think that il'sasking
fora preferencewiltoutany basis whatsoever. Onthat basis. asit isworded, lam opposed to the resolution. and if
Iltey would wish Ioconsider addinganamendment to it to state that. I know by past experience thal many of them
are not prohibited from private practice, and if that's what we're going to do. them we're going to open a Pan-
dora's box for every corporate at torney and others for a similar preference. and as it's worded.I canot support it.
MR. KENT HIGGINS:
As I undertand, tlte resolution as drawn exempts any governmental employee. Ofcourse, it's not limited to ile
Federal Government. Insofar as it affects State employees or county employeesit's my understanding in many of
those cases that tie licensing fees are frequently paid by those governmental bodies, so I certainly would oppose
tile resolution as presently drafted.
MR. DWIGHT F. KALASH:
Dwight Kalash. In conjunction with what Mr- Higgins said. I'm an employee of the Slate: alsoa quasi Federal
employee, but as the resolution is stated as you've read it tous, it doesn't provide the same opportunity for a lower
fee for those of us who work for the Slate but are still prohibited by virtue of our job from engaging in private
practice of law. Forthat reason, I'd beopposed tothe motion, also.
MR. JOHN ADAMS:
I'm John Adams and I've been a governmental employee for 22 years. I think this uses the thing that always
raises my ire about the Federal Government: they think they're the only government around. I don't object to-
it's none of my business if the Federals want to be out of this program, but as it's now worded, my thinking has
always been that "government" includes thestate, the county. thecity, el cetera, and I think it'sambiguous. and
on that basis I would like to object.
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HONORABLE BENNY GRAFF:
My name is Benny Graft, and I think I'm a government employee, too. I don't know - I think that was the
general consensus, I think, that we talked about inour group a bit, and I think I'd be covered. I don't know why I'm
not a government employee.
MR. ROBERT DAHL:
I'd like to speak for a few minutes from a philosophical standpoint and not he opposed or in favor of this
resolut ion.
Gentlemen, the North Dakota Bar, for the size of tile Bar, is one of the best and greatest bars in the United
States. I know this because I attended many ABA meetings, and the reason that we are one of the best bars in the
United States is that we'reintegrated, andanintegrated bar meansthat we all support the Bar. We all get indirect
benefits from the fact that we have a great Bar. and there's no reason that any particular person. vhetlter lie's a
corporate employee, government employee, or anybody else. should not contribute his equal share to our Bar
Association.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
The question has been called. Idon'twant to foreclose debatebut wehave agreat many items on the agenda,
and l feel that it has been fairlypresented.
We'll call forall those in favor to say "aye." All those opposed?
The Chair will rule that the motion failed.
MR. BYRON EDWARDS:
The second resolution considered is the resolution proposing thecourt rule for continuing legal education. This
is quite a long resolution. You've all likewise had an opportunity to read this resolution. The Committee approves
the resolution as to presentation and form.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
J. Philip Johnson will present the resolution and the motion.
MR. J. PHILIP JOHNSON:
Mr. Chairman. We had a report yesterday and some discussion with regard to this proposal. The CLE Com-
mitee has reviewed the proposal again and we submit the following resolution. I would submit the following
resolution for adoption:
"BE IT RESOLVED that the proposed rule regarding mandatory continuing professional education as
submitted by the Continuing Legal Education Committee be approved for submission to the Supreme Court.
subject to final review by the Committee in lightof the discussion and comments received."
Move the adoption of the resolution.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
There's beena motion. Is there a second? Second by John Z7tger.
We're ready for discussion. Pat Conmy.
MR. PATRICK A. CONMY:
Mr. President. Does that resolution which Phil Johnson just presented mean that they can do anything they
want with the resolution after we've approved it?
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
Well, I thought-he recognizes that therehave been some serious comments and criticisms of the exemption
provisions, particularly, I'm sure, and for that reason they want to rework that part of it and, as I understand it,
theway the motion was worded, that is their intention. Further discussion?
So what you're approving here is the general proposal of compulsory continuing legal education and not
necessarily in the exact form in which it was presented in The Gavel.
The question is, really, do you approve the concept, and, as I said yesterday, I think we're going to have to
have it. Mr. Higgins?
MR. KENT HIGGINS:
I would move toamend Section VIII and to strike from the exemption the words following the reference to the
judges in the first paragraph. In other words, the exemptions for full-[ ime governmental lawyers and. also. full-
time corporation lawyers, And I assume I should reserve my reasoning for that until we have a second.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
Do we have a second?
MR. JOHN ADAMS:
I'll second that motion.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
We have a second. I wish to point out to Mr. Higgins that them are two paragraphs in that Section VIII. and
you're referring only to the first of those paragraphs: correct ?
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MR. HIGGINS:
Correct.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
So that we would eliminate the lattguage and those lawyers licensed to practice within Ile Slate of North
Dakota who arenemployed full lime by any governmental agency or employed full timeas an attorney for a North
Dakota corporation within this Slate." You would elimitat e all of that language.
MR. HIGGINS:
Right.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
All right. We're ready for disuussion on the mot ion- o amend. Mr. Higgins.
MR. KENT HIGGINS:
I Ithink there may well be a valid reason for exempting judges from the provisions of this particular proposal.
It may well be that Ilte nature of their work is such that they are automatically kept abreast of many of the ad-
vances in the law: but Idon't think that rationale can be applied to lawyers in governmental agencies or corporale
lawyers whose praclice. of course. is often restricted to a much narrower field. I'm particularly troubled by tile
reference to atlorneys whoare full-time employees of North Dakota corporations. I think others have pointed out
that that would seem to not apply to lawyers who work, for example, for Delaware corporat ions, which strikes me
as a bit chauvinistic onour part, and it also occurs to me it might conceivably be construed to exempt lawyers who
work for professional corporations-at least where they do so as salaried employees. So allheugh I'm not
necessarily a proponent of theexemptionof the judges, I hink that that has the justification that does not extend to
the category of either governmental or corporation attorneys. After all, these attorneys are people who may well
return to the private practice, and if they do so without the benefits of continuing legal education, which, sup-
posedly, is going lobebeneficial to he rest ofus, there may be just the sort of result that we intend toavoid by this
proposal.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
Further discussion? I poinl out toyou that thisresolut ion also calls for the presentation of an application to lhe
Supreme Court to adopt a rule, and what the Court will do with this application -it may draft some amendments
on this, also. Further discussion?
MR. JOHN A. ZUGER:
I speak in support of the resolution. I'm a member of the CLE Committee. As you have pointed out, we are
asking tile Association members at this limelo really approve the concept and the requirement ofeonlinuing legal
educationby theBarasa mandatory thing. Thai's what we're asking for. This matter will have Income oni before
the Supreme Court and there will be additional hearings. Now the purpose of the amendment suggested by the
Committee that Mr.Johnson menlioned was simply that we could put into the final draft submitted to the Supreme
Court. on which everybody again will have a chance to be heard, the input that we have received. So far as I know,
there are two main things. One is the number of hours. Some complaint has been madethat 45hours are too long,
comparing our membership of our Bar with those of Wisconsin and Minnesota-
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
Idon't want to interrupt you, John, but thediscussion nowisonihe motion toamendwhich relatesonly to he
elimination of somelangiage relaling to ihe exemptions from the requirements, and I want torestrict you to Illat.
MR. JOHN A. ZUGER:
Okay. The basic point I make is that in support of this resolution, whether with or without the amendment, is
simply that. and we're going to put into it the input.
Now on theamendment, there's beendiscussion asto whether or not it should not be tailored down to any time
an attorney who works for the government or works for a full-time-for a corporation, many also practice
privately, and I think we're all aware that there are a number of government attorneys who are practicing
privately, as well as those who are so-called "house counsel," and we run into them all the time. They are practic-
ing privately, handling private matters and taking private fees. It is our opinion as a Committee that if that is true,
they should come under the mandatory provision.
MR. GARY ANNEAR:
I can only speak, again, for the Federal attorneys: but, again getting back to what I raised on the first
resolution: Number one, of course, we are prohibited from private practice. Number two. the fact that the
seminars or the programs that are approved by the State Bar Association are not helpful to our employment as
Federal employees. Now they may behelpful twenty or thirty years hence, but we're concerned with what's going
on right now or in the immediate future, and as a result I can see nothing wrong with the resolution or the exemp-
tions as they stand right now. I can't speak for the State employees because I don't know what their provisions are,
but I also note that there is nothing with reference to a bankruptcy judge, for instance, nothing as to a hearing
examiner. That evidently was inadvertently left out of the resolution.
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MR. MAURICE HUNKE:
Maurice Hunke, Dickinson. Many of the governmental attorneys returned to private practice, particularly lie
young lawyers, and most of us remember Dean Thormodsgard. who talked frequently of a gap in our legal
education, and I think that would be present for those people. Consequently, I move tie question on the motlion io
amend.
MR. KLOSTER:
Second.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
I will entertain further discussion, if I here is any. on tie amendment, only.
MR. EDMUND VINJE:
Ed Vinje. Jamestown. I would speak in opposition to the amendment, only. because Mr. Johnson's resolution
states that this is tobesubmilled after further review by the Commit tee, and it is not an adopt ion of this particular
proposed rule. and Mr, Higgins' amendment amends the rule as such. and the Committee will receive all the
necessary suggestions and will consider all of those things, including the suggestion of Mr. Higgins. But I don't
think that we should belabor the annual meeting by trying to pick and choose what amendments we're going to
take at this point in timeofthisresolulion.
MR. ROBERT DAHL:
I would have to rise to a point of order as your Parliamentarian. The motion has been made here-yes. ie
moved the question,and youcan't have any morediscussion.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
He says that cuts off thedebate. We are now volingon the amendment proposed by Mr. Higgins. All in favor
say "aye-"
MR. HIGGINS:
Excuse me. Youarevotingon the motionto move the previous question, which requires a two-thirds vole.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
I'm sorry. You're probably correct. He's correct.
MR. ROBERT DAHL:
He is.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
We're now voting on the motion to move the previous question. All in favor say "aye." Opposed? Tite motion
carried. We will now vote on the amendment itself. All in favor say "aye." Opposed? That, also is car'ied.
We're now back to the main motion. Is there any furt her discussion?
MR. SAFEKE:
For you record, Frederick E. Saefke, Jr., and for the discussion, "Poor Fred." or by any other name.
I'm in support ofthegeneral concept of the continuing legal education because I can appreciate whal little we
all know: but as far as input is concerned. Mr. Zuger mentioned briefly on this 45-hour situation. I think some
concern should be given to the points that aregoing to be designated or available at a complete seminar or whether
you get one point for each hour you attend on a particular subject, and I think the 45 hours is going to entail too
much time away from work in any oneyear for any practicing lawyer-
MR J. PHIIAP JOHNSON:
Three years.
MR. SAEFKE:
Well, three years. Fifteen hours, even. You can go toa seminar-all right. That'sfine. loverspoke myself for a
moment. But it won't happen again. So be careful. The 15 hours example: You go to a seminar and you attend it
from9:00a. m. to 12:00 Noonand 1:00 to 5:00. You've put in seven hours inoneday. In twodaysyou get 14thours in.
If you put in good, solid, steady hours, which means for those two days you're going to have to travel somewhere.
It's going to take three or four days to even accomplish a 14-hour situation in one year - 15 hours. You want
suggestions. I think the 15 hours is too long, and I think the Committee should consider reducing it.
The next point: I think the definition should be ;n the proposed rule for "active practice." You say "active
practice." What does it mean" I think the Committee should consider a definition for "active practice.' It could
mean a governmental employee who goes towork in the morning. He's active in working for his employer as a
client, if you will, if he's in the legal end of that particular type of business. I think that should be defined.
I was in support of the other motion. You have discussed that. I'm concerned with the immediate suspension
aspect of the proposed rule. Whereas you require a hearing for reinstatement, there is no hearing oni the suspen-
sion. I think the Committeeshould consider the ramifications of that particular in this rule.
This other thing: As far as this commission is going toapprove the various types ofseminars within tie Stale
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of North Dakota. I think, because of the limited number of hours they're going lo have available in (he State. ihat
they should alsoconsider in what types ofprograms they will approve if a lawyer attends a seminar outside of tile
Slate of North Dakota for credit in this particular program. The one. two, three, four-I think that's about all of
them. And I didn't overspeak myself. Thank you.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
Thanks, Fred. Irealizethere may bea lot of suggestions as towhat should be contained in this rule and what
should be changed, but you do have access to the Committee itself, because they're not going to submit this im-
medialely, and I suggest that if you've go( suggestions for change, that you submit them in writing so that there'll
be a record of them and the commilee, only after it's reviewed those, I'm sure, will make the proposal to the
Supreme Court, which will also hold hearings on it.
MR. SAEFKE:
I understand themolionwas requesting an input from this meeting.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
We're doing that. too. But I'm tellingyoutha I thinkthat the written form will bedesirable.
MR. DWIGHT KALASH:
Mr. President, Dwight Kalash. If I may speak to one point raised by Mr. Saefke as to travel time involved.
Your Committee has under consideration a plan to develop a video cassette system so that the education may be
brought to the practitioner to a certain extent, ratller than requiring the practitioner to come to te education.
That should cut down toa largeexten( on the travel time involved ingettingyour 15 hours a year.
MR. TIMOTHY Q. DAVIES:
I move the previous question.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
We now havea motionforthe previous question. Is there asecond? Seconded by Mr. Dahl. On that motion, all
in favor say "aye." Opposed? It's carried.
On the main motion t o approve the concept of continuing legal educa lion on a mandatory basis, all in favor say
"aye." Opposed? Unanimously carried.
MR. BYRON EDWARDS:
The next items considered are amendments to the Bylaws of the State Association. These, likewise. are con-
tained in the information that you have. I hadthem numbered as No. 3 on page 7. the Proposed Amendment No. 1.
Also on page.7 we had No. 4.which was a Proposed Amendment No. 2. and then referring over to page 14, column 2,
there were two additional amendments. Resolution No. 5 was Proposed Amendment No. 3, and Resolution No. 6
was Proposed Amendment No.4. The Committee has approved these in form, and it would be my recommendation
from a matter of lime that.since the text is covered therein, that the proposed amendments on resolution form be
considered as a whole ina mending the Constitution and Bylaws of the Association.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
Is there objection to considering the bylaw amendments that are presented in The Gavel as one item of
business? Hearing none, I'll ask whether there's a motion to adopt the proposed amendments to the SBAND
Bylaws.
MR. GEORGE P. DYNES:
So move.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
Motion by Mr. Dynes. Second by Fred Saefke. Any discussion? If not, are you ready for the question? All in
favor, say "aye." Opposed? That's carried.
MR. BYRON EDWARDS:
Resolution No. 7 is contained on page 8 of the material that you have. This is I he resolution with reference to
the proposed amendment to the North Dakota Rules of Civil Procedure: more specifically, Rule 4. and the Com-
millee approves the form of the resolution.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
In this case. I'm going to ask Tim Davies come up and make what motions are required.
MR. TIMOTHY Q. DAVIES:
There is already one proposed amendment of Rule 4 that's before the Supreme Court for hearing on July 7th.
The second rule was drafted by the Procedure Committee at the request of the Executive Committee. and they
asked for the broadest possible form of Rule 4.
Now I can tell you in a nutshell what the difference between the two of these are, and they're basically
philosophical differences between Judge Burdickand the Committee. He hasgo some minor language changes in
the Rule which was in TheGavelwithwhichlite Committee agreed, but the basic-he two basic differences in tie
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Rule are, number one, a person would be subject to jurisdiction under the Rule which is in The Gavel for all the
bases enumerated in the Rule which is before the Supreme Court and, in addition, this one: "(H) Enjoying any
other status or capacity within this state, including cohabitation, or engaging in any other activity having such
contact with this state that the exercise of personal jurisdiction over him does not offend against traditional
notions of juslice or fair play or t he due process of law."
The other change is the Inconvenient Forum rule, which the Committee deleted and which is in the newest
proposed Rule. This reads as follows:
"If the court finds that in the interest of substantial justice the action should be heard in another forum, the
court may stay or dismiss the action in whole or inpart on any condition that may be just."
Now I don't really think that Any action is required because the Rule is before the Supreme Court. 'They can
adopt it in any form that they want to. We can sit here and debate all afternoon on how broad it should be and
whefher or not i, ,mvenient Forum should be included: but I think it's all going to be hashed out again on July 7th.
So I have no mretion to make.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
With that explanation, what are your wishes?
MR. RAY McINTEE:
For a number of years I served on the Executive Committee as President of the Bar, and this was one of tie
rules or one of the items that we had attempted for a number of years to get passed. Apparently tie Executive
Committeehasdonea realgreat dealofworkonit. I'm not sure that it is fair to Judge Burdick to -I maybe got the
wrong emphasis there of Tim when he was making his presentation-but Iknow that he has given a great deal of
work on this.andl think this is one of the best rules-I don't know what youwant tocall it-a new rule-that I have
seen, and I would urge that thismembership support the Rule that we have here before us - not the one that's now
before the Supreme Court.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
I'll point out to the gentleman that we have no motion at (lie present time, and I'm going to cut off debate,
unless we have a motion.
MR. RAY McINTEE:
I'd so move that the rule change as proposed by the Executive O)mmittee be adopted.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
And be submitted to the Supreme Court?
MR. RAY McINTEE:
And be submitted to the Supreme Court.
PRESIDTNT KIRBY:
All right. We have a motion. Do we have a second? I didn'l get the second. Seconded by Doug Christensen.
MR. TIM DAVIES:
I didn't intend any aspersion or slur on Judge Burdick. Both of these rules are primarily his work product. And
with the exception of some housekeeping changes, which in The Gavel rule the Committee feels are good. the only
changes which havebeen madeare the two that Imentioned.and those-therest of therule is Judge Burdick's-
both rules.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
Further discussion? Now are you ready for the question?
The motionis toadopt the tormof proposed change to Rule4asset forth in the publicaion ofTheGaveland tie
submission of the same to the Supre neCourtof North Dakola. All those in favorsay"ay, ."Opposed? I'll rule the
"ayes" have it.
MR. BYRON EDWARDS:
Resolution No. 8 is found on page 12 of The Gavel material. This is the resolution relating to (he Code of
Professional Responsibility as adopted by the American Bar Association House of Delegates. The Committee has
considered this resolution and finds it tobe in order.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
Is there anyone present from the Ethics Committee who is going to make a presentation on this proposal? If
not, Il explain to you what background information I have on it. and then I'll read the proposed resolution and will
ask whether or not there's going to bea motion.
First, at Houston, at the midyear meeting of the American Bar Association during tlte year 1974, several
proposed amendments to the Code of Professional Responsibility were proposed and were then in study for a
period of one full year. At the midyear meeting held in Chicago this year. the identical changes which are printed
in The Gavel-and I may be incorrect if there are some typograph icl errors, because I haven't checked them that
cl"-ly-bul the amendments that are set forth in The Gavel were adopted by the American Bar Association in
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Chicago in February. The North Dakota Ethics Commit tee, which is chairmaned by Bob Burke of Grafton, has
now proposed that [ie North Dakota Code of Professional Responsibility be amended to include these same
matters, and the motion reads as follows-and I'll have to have somebody move it, but I'll read it for you:
"BE IT RESOLVED that tle State BarAssociat ion of North Dakota affirms those amendments htoie Code
of Professional Responsibility as adopted by the American Bar Association House of Delegates. These
amendments apply to disciplinary rules 2-101, 2-103, and 2-104. definitions (7). (8), and (9): and ethical con-
sideration 2-33. Theamendmients are attached erto and made a part of this resolution."
Does someone move the adoption of that resolution?
MR. ALBERT A. WOLF:
I move it.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
I've got a motionby Al Wolf. Seconded by John Hjellum. Discussion on the motion.
MR. KENT HIGGINS:
Inolethat this particular resolution deals very largely with thearea of legal aidand lassume it also touches,
at least in part, on the question of prepaid legal services, although I may be in error on that,
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
I think you're correct.
MR. KENT HIGGINS:
All right. That being I hecase, I would move, since Icertainly know that thetLegalAidand Defense ofIndigents
Committee has never had an opportunity to examine this resolution, that it be referred to tliem and then be con-
sideredat our next annual meeting, and I would bewilling toamend that, if there's anygeneral support toinclude
referral letters to the-I believe there's a special comma: ,-e concerned with the prepaid legal services. I think that
sort of scrutiny might bein order before we adopt this as part of our Code of Ethics.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
Is there a second to that motion? Who was thesecond, please? Fred Saefke. Discussion?
MR. ROBERT DAHL:
Mr. President The question that Mr. Higgins has raised is exactly the reason that there were two series of
debates at the midwinter meeting of the House of Delegates of the ABA. The original amendments that were
proposed were much more restrictive than these and, as a matter of fact, these amendments have already been
approved by the National Association-National Legal AidII forget-Legal Aid and Defenders Association, or
whatever it is-and all of the different organizations who are sponsoring and fostering agencies for legal services.
I think I could personally (ell you that this is very acceptable to those types of people. Particularly. I know
California was involved in this thing in their legal services thing. There are other places where they're getting
prepaid services set up. There are union situations, and these were amended to provide for those considerations. I
would feel that you are only deferring this for one year if your motion were to be adopted.
MR. KENT HIGGINS:
There may bea good deal to that, and maybe this rule has been scrutinized at length and found perfectly ac-
ceptable by people much more learned than I on the matter. But I think the point has to be made that we have
established a system of specialized committees in this Association. It seems to me it is futile to do so if we don't
propose to utilize them. Since this particular rule falls within the particular province ofthe Legal Aid and Defense
of Indigents Committee, I think it would serve some purpose to have them consider it before we adopt it as an
association as a whole.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
I point out to the gentleman that it already has been referred to the State Bar Association Ethics Committee
and has been reviewed by them, and this is with their recommendation.
Any other discussion?
The question has been called and the motion which is before us for determination would defer action by this
body on the proposed resolution and would refer the matter to the committees which Mr. Higgins specified. All
those in favor of the-doyou want toexplainit further?
MR. KENT HIGGINS:
Mr. Chairman, my motion had only todowith the Legal Aid and Defense of Indigents Committee.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
All right. It would be the only committee that it would be referred to; but action would be deferred for one year
or until the next meeting of this Association.
All those in favor of the motion as proposed by Mr. Hig gins say "aye." Opposed? The motion fails.
We're back to the principal motion, which is to affirm these amendments to the Code of Professional
Responsibility. Is there any further discussion on that?
The question has been called. All in favor of the resolution proposed by the Ethics Committee say "aye."
Opposed? That is carried.
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MR. BYRON EDWARDS:
Resolution No. 9 is tile resolution which was introduced on the floor yesterday. Ron Schwartz read the
resolution to you. This is relating to the matter of use in firm names of the names of deceased and disassociated
firm members.
The Committeehas reviewed the resolution as to form and approves same as to form.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
The molion and resolution were read in full yesterday. Does somebody move its adoplion?.
MR. JON KERIAN:
I'll move.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
Moved by Jon Kerian. Is there a second? Seconded by Bob Dali. Any discussion on the motion?
MR. KENT HIGGINS:
Could we have it read again?
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
Yes. you certainly may. Would you read it again?
MR. BYRON EDWARDS:
This is a separate resolution that was introduced yesterday. This is not contained in The Gavel.
"WHEREAS, the State Bar Association of North Dakota adopted a resolution limiting the use in firm names of
the names of deceased or disassociated firm members, and
"WHEREAS, such resolution was adopted at the Annual Meeting of the State Bar Association in June of 1974.
and
"WHEREAS, such resolution did not specify the manner in which it was to be implemented, and
"WHEREAS, such resolution provided that the Bar Association amend its canons of ethics to prohibit firms
from using names of persons deceased or who have disassociated themselves from the practice of law within one
year after the death or disassociation, and
"WHEREAS, present North Dakota law provides that the Supreme Court of this State make all necessary
rules relating to admissions of persons to practice law, the disbarment, disciplining and reinstatement of at-
torneys and the restraint of persons unlawfully engaged in the practice of law, and
"WHEREAS, the Supreme Court Rules of Disciplinary Procedure provide that any 'violation of a canon of
professional ethics as adopted by the American Bar Association and affirmed by the State Bar Association of
North Dakota may also constitute cause for discipline', and
"WHEREAS, the existing American Bar Association Code of Professional Responsibility as affirmed by the
State Bar Association of North Dakota does not prohibit the use of names of deceased firm members where custom
permits the use of the same, but does preclude the use of the same, but does preclude the use of names of
disassociated members under certain conditions, and
"WHEREAS, custom and usage in North Dakota has been and is the allowing of use of the name of a deceased
firm member:
"NOW. THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the resolution adopted in 1974 by the State 13ar Association of
North Dakota at its annual meeting regarding the use of names of deceased or disassociated frim members be
reconsidered and rescinded."
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
We're ready for discussion. Fred Saefke.
MR. FREDERICK E. SAEFKE, JR:
Mr. President. Gentlemen and Ladies.
Since I was oneof the proponents of the resolution a yearago.and there has been nothing done about it, as is
indicated by this resolution now, and I say "nothing done about it" only to the extent that no one has filed a com-
plaint against anyone who has been using such a name of a person who is deceased or disassociated. Now the
resolulion a year ago amended our Code of Professional Ethics. That's all we had to do. If someone then had a
complaint about such a practice in theStateof NorthDakota,all hehad todowaswritea letter tothe Clerk of tle
Supreme Court and file a complaint and it would have taken the normal processes. There would have been a check
onwhether this person had been dead for more than a year or disassociated for more than a year, and it probably
wouldn't go into effect until a year from last year, which is thisyear, anyway. Soil wouldhavehaken care of itself.
But now, as a reason for having this type ofa rule, I think it is indicated in what has been said here today and in the
reading of the resolulion that we are intending tobind ourselves by what is being done in Texas or California and
New York when the American Bar Association meets. Now %hat may or may not be good for the American Bar
Association may or may not begoed for North Dakota.
We heard a moment agoa statement by one of our old-time members and one of our leaders that we are great
in North Dakota becausewehave an integrated Bar and we have agreat Bar Association. That means that we are
all gentlemen and ladies and able to livewith each other and respect each other's integrity and honesty and rely
upon each other's word. But we say so over the telephone. Wedon't have to go into court and get an order signed
every time we want something done, nor do we have to have a signature to rely on. as you will find if you practice
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in any other slates or lawyers with some of these other states. It seems to me, without point ing the finger at anyone
and maybe not being too diplomatic, that when we continue in thispractice that we are cheating on one another. I
don't know of any other way you can express it any better or any worse. There ,c-ms to me to be no reason why
someone should be practicing under a false name - artificial - be it what it may. We are engaged in a personal
relationslhip of attorney andclient. Now ifanaltorney cannot maintain himself in his own officeon his own two feet
it his relationship with his client, then he shouldn't be entitled to have the name "Washington. Hamilton. Lincoln &
Nixon" on his front door.
Now what brings this thing more to the fore is that I read in The Bismarck Tribune just - I think it was last
week - a repirt from the Secretary of State listing some of the new corporations in the State. and one of them
happened to be a group of lawyers forming a professional corporation. I happened to know that the first name of
that professional corporation is a gentleman who passed awayseveral yearsago, and they are now incorporating
using his name, together with the other partners who are now making a professional corporation out of ihat
practice of lawand I say toyouthis: That if weare going tocontinue by using disassociated names, men who have
moved out of State and their names are being used, or deceased or otherwise - it doesn't make any difference -
then I think we should amend the resolution not only to rescind the previous one, but to allow us to use corporate
names and sales names, like "Speedy Trials" or "Justice For All" or "24-Hour Service." and then disregard the
temperament and the integrity of the individuals concerned with this professional -type service.
So I would -I'm going to oppose and voteagainst the motion.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
Any further discussion?
MR. FREDERICK E. SAEKE. JR.:
The other onea year ago is slill good, andsomebody hasn't complained about it. File it and let it take its proper
course.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
Any furtier discussion? George Dynes.
MR. GEORGE T. DYNES:
Mr. President. I take Fred's side on this thing. I wasn't at the meeting last year and I was kind of surprised
that it passed last year: bull think it is an enlightened way to go, and I don't see why we have towait for the ABA to
tell us how to label our law firms in North Dakota.
Looking around. I think - I don't know whether a majority of people tend to pull off the names of dead and
disassociated people or not. but I know many firms have. and I think it is a good rule, and I think it should be
adhered to.
There is an example. I think, that I should mention to bring this thing really home. We have a personal
situalion in Dickinson which. I think, goes beyondwhat many ofyou maybe thinking about. It might have been the
one Fred was just talking about. But we havea young man in our firm by the name of Ron Reichert. He's been with
us for two years. We're a professional corporation. His names is in the corporation name and he's going to be there
for awhile, I think, and there is another firm in Dickinson that has the name "Reichert" on the front end of their
five-man firm, and that Mr. Reichert has beendead, think, for four years now. The "Reichert" name is a revered
legal name in Dickinson. There were two brothers that practiced with some distinction for quite a few years. At
one time they were both together, but now they're bothdead and they have been dead for several years. And this
can be confusing. But you don't recognize sometimes how little some people know about what goes on in law
practices and who is moving in with who, and so forth. But just - I'll give you an example of what Ron mentioned
tome. Last year he was running for State's Attorney and got beat byone of the partners in the other Reichert firm,
and he got beat bad. I make no apology for that. But became back to the office one dayand he said "You know. I
was out shakinghands" - he, incidentally. isa Canadian. He isn't a Dickinson native. But he has t he same name.
And he was shakinghandsand thisoneguy said "Gee, I sure like you, but Ican't vote foryou. I'm going to have to
vote for your partner." And hesaid this seriously. At least Ron understood it to be a serious statement. He didn't
understand that partners don't run against each other. Much less did he understand that the other Mr. Reichert
was dead.
Ttere probably aren't too many situations just like that, but basically I think that is a form of misrepresen-
tation when you use the name of a personwho is no longer in the firm, and I think that that resolution was a good
ne last year and I think it ought to besupported and implemented.
Now. from reading The Gavel, 1 gather that there sould have been perhaps included in that motion which
would request the SuprefneCourt to receive last year's motion and toamend the Rules of Disciplinary Procedure
accordingly: and. thereforeat this time I would move a substitute motion to carry forward the action of last year
and to petition the Supreme Court to have appropriate hearings aid to determine whether or not it is appropriate
for them to include the substgnce of this resolution in our rules of Disciplinary Procedure in North Dakota.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
Is there a second to the substitute motion?
MR. J. 0. THORSON:
I second.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
All ngh. We're ready for discussion on thesubstit ute. Mr. Johnson.
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MR. J. PHILIP JOHNSON:
Mr. Chairman. I think there's some procedural problems associated with this, and 1 have a little familiarity
with the manner in which his was received originally in the Supreme Court. The Code of Professional Respon-
sibility as it has beenadopled by the State Bar Association has not formally been adopted by the Supreme Court of
North Dakota. The Rules of Disciplinary Procedure do refer to the Canons of Professional -ABA Canons of Etlhis
as affirmed by the State Bar Asso_'i'tio of Norin Dakota. and that's been adopted to include the Code of
Professional Responsibility as presently adoptedand approved by this Association. I think, if this mailer is going
to be submitted to the Court. why it would perhaps be preferable that the Court formally adopt the Code of
Professional Responsibility as well. with whatever amendments might be approved at this time. But part of tihe
problem in which the Court determined not to act was because the Court had never formally adopted the Code of
Professional Responsibility and felt that it was appropriate for the Bar Association to determine exactly what
action it wished to take previous to the time that the Court took any action.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
Further discussion?
MR. MAURICE HUNKE:
Maurice Hunke from Dickinson.
I wasat last year's meeting. Iooand I was concerned about the resolution then. I'm not going io tell you how I
voted because I think it was a secret ballot last year. But after another year of thought. I'm even more deeply
concerned. I think we'rea small-enough state where we don't have to gel into this type of thing. I think our ethical
considerations now wouldresolve the problems that Mr. Saefkeand Mr. Dynes point out. If there is any deceptioti
in the use ofa firm name, then il would bea violation of our ethical considerations, as I understand it. I don't think
wereally neededlast year's resolution, and Idothink we need to rescind it. I think, for example. just in my area of
[lie State. and as long as we've gone into namesof individuals. I think of Byrne & Cook at Bowman. Mid Byrne
established that practice back in 1905or something like that. He still lives in Bowman and, as a matter of fact. even
though he's been retired for 10 years, he's now going back into active practice. I don't think Maurice Cook could
have ripped his name off at all during that tenyears. and I don't think he would want to nail it back up. I don't ithink
that we should interfereineacholh-'s choice of a firm name so long as there is no deception. I practice solo. so it
doesn't affect me at all, and I'm not disassociated from any solo practice and I don't think I meet the other
qualifications. I just think we should rescind it and let our present procedure take care of any deception or
misleading practices, including "Speedy Trial."
MR. DOUGLAS CHRISTENSEN:
My name is Doug Christensen. I have a couple of questions, first of all, before I comment on comments that
have been made.
First of all. the resolution, as I understand it, last year wasan ethical consideration for our Bar Association. Is
this correct or incorrect? In other words, was this to guide our Bar Association in the year 1975 and thereafter?
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
I would have to let the wording of the resolution stand on its own, because I don't have it committed to
memory, for one thing, and-
MR. CHRISTENSEN:
Well, the reason I raised the question, I am led to believe by Mr. Johnson's comments that if someone had
submitted a complaint, that there would have been no jurisdiction upon which to act because of the status of the
resolution. Is that correct or incorrect?
MR. J. PHILIP JOHNSON:
Well. essentially the Supreme Court's interpretation was that the ca nons-if there was to be any change in tihe
Code of Professional Responsibility, why there would have to be some formal hearing procedure. hut it was not
clear as it exactly how the Cede would be amended or the position of the Bar Association with respect to amend-
ment of the Code and whether the entire Ccde should be adopted or the rules as they stood really didn't-Ilere
wasn't any specific action that the Court could take to define the situation any further.
MR. DOUGLAS CHRISTENSEN:
Well, being somewhat new in the practice of law-I've only practiced for three yea rs-I do have some general
thoughts on the matler. But it would be my understanding that if someone were to have complained. nothing could
have beendone.or perhaps if someone were tocomplain. if the resolution is not rescinded. ihe complaim would lie
to the appropriate grievancecommission to that portion of the Stalein which you live. Would this be correct?
MR. J. PHILIP JOHNSON:
Well, all of the complaints-the method of dealing with complaints against attorneys is through the Grievance
Commission: yes.
MR. DOUGLAS CHRISTENSEN:
All right. Then this resolution would have been something that the grievance commissions-the various
grievance commissions that we have-could have then looked at the complaint in light of the resolution and see
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whether or not this was the conduct that the State Bar Association wanted its members governed by, I would
assume.
So along these lines, I'd like to add two points: One, the resolution was in existence for one year. Now the mere
fact that nobody filed a complaint should not bea reason to rescind the resolution. We have an obligation as at-
torneys. especially in this day and age, to regulate ourselves within our own private practice. within the localities
in which we exist, and as such some of those people whose firms have been mentioned today were aware of this
resolution. It would seem to me that in light of this resolution and the status of the Bar after last year's meeting.
that these individuals perhaps hada duty to perhaps change their firm name or else to investigate it fur her. So thie
fact that nobody hascomplained doesn't mean that we shouldn't regulate ourselves.
And the second thing is: As a young atiorneyit is hard tofight the memory of a deceased stellar lawyer in a
community in whichyou are practicing, and it makes it harder foryoung attorneys to compete with the deceased
image. I think what Mr. Saefke said when he said "If you are good and stand on your own two feet, you don't have
to ride on the coattails ofsomeone'else" -along these lines, I would support the opposition to the rescinding of this
resolution.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
We are on (he substitute motion made by Mr. Dynes. actually.
Areyouready tovoteon that? The substitute motion would require thatlasl year's resolution be submitted to
the Supreme Court for hearing and action and that the Rules of Disciplinary Procedure be amended -proposing
that they be amended.Thequestionhas beencalled. Allin favorsay "aye." Opposed? TheChairis in doubt. We'll
ask for a division by standing. Tellers, will you please divide yourselves and stand at the front of the room here?
Then I'll ask all thosein favor oft hesubstitute motion torise and becounted.
MR. ROBERT DAHL:
Explain the substitute motion.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
The substitute motion would require that last year's resolution be submitted to the Supreme Court, with he
request tha the Rules of Disciplinary Procedure be amended toadopt that as a part of the disciplinary procedure.
All right. Be seated. All those opposed, please rise.
The substitute motion-is carried, and that disposes of the main motion.
MR. BYRON EDWARDS:
We have Iwo additional resolutions.
I would like to report on both of these to you. The first one is No. 10. This was submitted by the Committee oil
Memorials. chairmaned by Floyd Sperry, and this resolution is with reference to deceased members of our
Association during the last year-E. T. Conmy of Fargo, D. Phelps of Grafton, Steven Haukness, formerly of
Maddock. and Russell Schmidt of Minot. This is the usual form of memorial, and in this connection separate
memorials for each of the deceased lawyers have been prepared and filed with the Secretary of the Association,
And with that report, the Committee submits the resolution, urging the adoption of the memorials as submitted.
Also. lhe Committee on Resolutions approved the form of the resolution and. also. in this case urges its
adoption.
Tire Committeealsohas Resolution No. 11, which is:
"WHEREAS, the Slulsman County Bar Association has hosted the Seventy-Fifth Annual Meeting of he
State Bar Association of North Dakota. and
"WHEREAS. the hospitality, preparation, accommodations and social functions of this Annual Meeting
are of such a superb nature,
"NOW. THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED lhat the Slate Bar Association of North Dakota extends its
sincere and deep appreciation to the Stutsman County Bar Association for making this great Annual Meet ing
such a success." And the Commitlee moves tie approval of Resolution No. i.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
Since we havea motion toappi+ve Resolution No. 11, which is the one congratulating and thanking the Slots-
man County Bar Association, and soon, is there a second? Seconded by Telmar Rolfstad. Question. All in favor say
"aye." Opposed? Unanimously carried.
Now tlie'report and resolutions on memorials: There's one-or it mentions each of tire gentlemen named by
the Resolutions Chairman-E. T. Conmy, D. Phelps. and it contains the usual language extending sympal by io ile
families, and ire like. Do you want ihat one read- If not. I'd entertain a motion toadop it. Okay. I've got John
Hellum and I've got Rolfstad again seconding. Discussion? The question has been called. All in favor say 'aye.
Opposed? That's unanimously carried.
Thank you. Bryon.
Tim Davies will havea further resolution to offer.
MR. TIM DAVIES:
You've all got copies or had access to copies of the Federal Rules of Evidence and the changes which the
Procedure Committee has proposed, andabout all I'll say is that we have been working on these since 1972 aid ire
draft which we are recommending to tie Association conforms fairly closely to the Federal Rules. and tie reason
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that you don't each have oneis because they'reI hat big, and I would move that the Association-or resolve that the
Association approves the submission to the Supreme Court of (he proposed Rules of Evidetice and, also. the
Amendments to the Rules of Civil and Criminal Procedure, which are attached to tle handout which each of you
has.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
We have a motion. Is therea second? Seconded by Dick Baer.
Now discussion on the motion?
MR. KENT HIGGINS:
A point of information: Was this material available prior to this Annual Convention? 1, forexample. have not
yet seen a copy of the proposedchanges in Criminal Rules.
MR. TIM DAVIES:
The only proposed changes are striclly housekeeping changesmaking reference-well, for ilst ance, let's just
take one:
"In all trials the testimony of witnesses shall be taken orally in open court, unless otherwise provided by law.
by I hese rules, the North Dakota Rules of Evidence or other rules adopted... "
That's the only change in any of the criminal rules-are to add "the North Dakota Rules of Evidence" as a
citation in the rule.
The same with the Civil Rules.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
Thank you. I point out, Mr. Higgins, also, that the motion here is Io submit these to the-wilh an applicalion to
the Supreme Court. which will hold hearings on them. Now proceed, if you will.
MR. HIGGINS:
Well. that is well and good, but I do know this much about the new proposed Code of Evidence: It produces
profound changes in the law onevidence as we know it, and it seems for us to lake action at this t ime, with very
little opportunity to have examined the material, without a resolution before us clearly alerting us that this was
going to bea matter to be passed uponby thisentire BarAssociation, strikes me as buying a pig in a poke, and I'm
strongly opposed to the resolution. I'm perfectly willing to consider and listen to tlhe material, if we have time to
consider it at some length.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
Mr- Higgins. I would also point out that, in fairness to Mr. Davies, that this was brought up and proposed
yesterday: so that it is a legitimate item of business to be discussed. Secondly, I also point out to you that the
Bylaw amendments which you just adopted will require that material that is to be considered a tile annual
meetings henceforth will have to be filed with the Secretary in advance so that it can be circulated, and we at-
tempted to do that through The Gavel this year, but, unfortunately, we didn't have all of the malerial, you see
MR. HIGGINS:
Which raises a point of parlimentary inquiry, and that is does that Resolution we just adopted apply to tIis
meeting, as well?
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
No. I don't believe it does. In other words, if we'd have considered this ten minutes ago, that we'd have been
under the old rule, and now we're under thenewone. Is that what you're saying?
MR. HIGGINS:
I guess that's what I'm saying. But, gentlemen, I would argue at least the spirit, if not the letter of tite rule,
should apply.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
Well. we were quite concerned about thefact that there was no requirement in our Bylaws herelofore for that.
Further discussion? If not a re you ready for the quest ion?
All those in favor say "aye." Opposed? The "ayes" have it, and it will be submited in due time lothieSupreme
Court
Now as far as theelec tion of officers is concerned-and that is the last major item that I knowof that we have
on the agenda-we'll use a secret ballot. Tellers have already been appointed. We'll use a secret ballot only in
cases where thereare twoor more candidates nominated. As far as nominating speeches are concerned, we'll ask
that there be one nominatingspeech, limitedto three minutes, and a maximum of three seconding speeches, which
will not be longer than two minutes each.
Now we'll be electing, first .a Secretary-Treasurer, and then wewill be electing a President-Elect.
The President is not elected under our current Bylaws. The President-Elect last year is automatically
elevated to the office of President at the next succeeding annual meeting.
Now we'll call, first. for nominations for Secretary-Treasurer. Yes. sir.
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MR. JOHN GORDON:
John Gordon from Williston.
I'd like to place in nomination for Secretary-Treasurer Bill Zuger from Bismarck. Bill has recently been
elected Chairman of the Young Lawyers Section and, in accordance with past practice, in that position has been
double duty of serving as Secretary-Treasurer of the Association. Bill has been active in lie Association in
numerous committees. I think you've heard his report from the Law Office Management Committee. lie is ait
aggresive young man. and I endorse him for that posit ion. Thank you.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
Seconding speeches for Bill Zuger.
MS. GEORGIA POPE:
I would like to second the nomination for Mr. Zuger. I think he's proven himself a very hard-working and
conscientious persnin this organization in the past. and I think he'd bring all those qualities to this office, if lie is
elected, and I wouldurgeyou tovote in that respect.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
Thank you. Any further seconding speeches for Bill Zuger? If not, are there any other nominations? Any
further nominations for Secretary-Treasurer? We have Bill Zuger from Bismarck nominated. If not. I'll etitertain
the usual motions.
MR. JOHN HJELLUM:
I'll move that the nominations be closed and a unanimous ballot be cast for Bill Zuger.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
Mot ion by John Hjellum: seconded by Harold Anderson. All in favor say "aye." Opposed? It's carried.
Mr. Secretary. will you cast such unanimous ballot? You do? (Secretary-Treasurer Dwight Kautzmann
nodded.)
He acknowledges that duty has been performed and, therefore, I declare that Bill Zuger has been duly elected
as Secretary-Treasurer.
We'll now call for nominations for President -Elect.
MR. JOHN HJELLUM:
Mr. President. It's my pleasure to nominate Clinton R. Ottmar from Jamestown for Presiden (-Elect. Clint's 47
years of age. born in Wishek, graduated from the University of North Dakota, and has been practicing since 1955.
All of those years he's been practicing in Jamestown. which, of course, speaks very well for him. He's (lie senior
member of the firm of Otlmar, Nething & Pope, and he's the Past President of the Stutsman County Bar. having
served two terms assuch President. He's the Past President of the Fourth Judicial Bar, and he's a member of the
ABA. He's a former Stutsman County State's Attorney, and during that period of time he was the Director and
Secretary of the State's Attorneys Association. He's served on various committees of the State Bar Association,
and I'm not going to outline those, but there are several of them, including the Executive Committee. He's a man
in the prime of life and capable of doing his best job at this time. I don't know in which group he falls with reference
to the talk we had at noon, but I can tell you this: That he's a motivated man and he does his job, and I'm very
proud to nominate him.
I'll like tosay one more thing about Clint, and that is he's a big man for a big job.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
Do we have seconding speeches for Clint?
MR. SCHLOSSER:
Jim Shlosser of Bismarck. I'm a former member of the Stutsman County Bar, nowa member (if the Burleigh
County Bar, and I welcome the opportunity of seconding the nomination of Clint for President-Elect of the
Association.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
Thank you. Further seconding speeches?
MR. BYRON EDWARDS:
Mr. President-Byron Edwards from Grand Forks. I had a lot to say about Clint, but in view of the time and
the limitations set by theChair, the only thing I can say is that there is a lot of Clint. I've been acquainted with Clint
since his days in lawschoolandwas pleased tohave him associatedwith our firm during two and-a-half years that
he attended law school. I've been acquainted with him. of course, during his legal career following this. and it is
my pleasure to second his nomination.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
Thank you.
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MR. REUBEN J. BLOEDAU:
Mr. President and lawyers: I, also, want to second the nomination of Clint Ottmar as Presideiit-Elect. I could
say so many nice things about him, but I am afraid, if I took up so much of your time, I'd lose him some votes. I'd
simply urge that youelect ClintOttmar as President-Elect.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
Any further nominations for (lie office of President -Elect?
MR. DOUGLAS CHRISTENSEN:
My name is Douglas Christensen. I'm from from Grand ForksNorth Dakota.and I'd likeat thistime toplace
the name of Richard Baer of Bismarck, North Dakota, in nomination for President-Elec of the North Dakota State
Bar Association.
Mr. Baer was born and raised in Langdon, North Dakota. He then attended t. : University of North Dakota,
received his B.A. degree in 1966, and his Juris Doctor degree from the University of North Dakota Law School in
1969. Since that timehehasbeena member ofthe Burleigh County Bar. When he first arrived in Bismarck, he was
the Assistant State's Attorney for Burleigh County, from 1969 to 1971. Having completed that portion of his career,
he moved into private practice, and since 1971 has been associated as an equal partner. I guess, in the firm of
Christensen &Baer, Although Idon't know ifhe'sa junior partner or not, I don't think he'd prefer to be known as a
junior partner. Throughout his legal career he has been active in the Bar Association activities. During my
tenure in Law School, Mr Baer was Iwo years ahead of me, and I found he was a very active mover and shaper of
things at the Law School level. Upon his completion of his law school career, he then m wed into the State Bar
Association activities and organized the Young Lawyers Section, of which he later became P "esident. Having been
the President of the Young Lawyers Section. he then served a term as Secretary-Tree, irer of the State Bar
Association. Since that time he has been actiN e in various committees in the State Bar Association, and it is my
understanding that as to the job that he can do for the State Bar Association, if elected President-it is my un-
derstanding that in 1976 or the next Annual Meeting will be held i- Bismarck, North D.kota. As such, he would be
ina position to coordinate the activities between the Executive Committee and ihe Burleigh County Bar toassure
that they have an equally-successful Bar meeting as we had in the past in Jamestown, Farg.o. Dickinson, et cetera.
In addition, in 1977 wewill behaving the Legislative Session, which, of course, always meets in Bismarck. and Mr.
Baer would then be our President. He would be in a position at that time to take an ac. e voice and speak on behalf
of the State Bar Association. He would representl the State Bar Association in those ,iatt -rs in the Legislature in
which we would like to express our views.
Thank you.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
Seconding speeches for Richard Baer?
MR. KENT HIGGINS:
Mr. Chairman. When Dick asked me if I would be willing to speak briefly on his behalf to second his
nominalion, I said that, since I knew Dick pretty well, I would have to be honest if I did that. and in which case Dick
said "Why don't you be very brief?" So why don't I simply say that it gives me great pleasure to second the
nomination of Richard Baer for the position of President-Elect.
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
Thank you very much.
Other seconding speeches for Richard "Dick" Baer?
I'll call for further nominations at this point for President -Elect.
Hearing none, may we have a motion that nominations be declared closed? We'll take Raymond Rund. And
who was the second? J. Philip Johnson.
You've heard the motion. All in favor say "aye." Opposed? That's carried.
The tellers will now circulate among you the ballots.
(Ballots were distributed.)
PRESIDENT KIRBY:
If I may have your attention, gentlemen.
On the petitions to the Supreme Court to adopt and promulgate the Code of Evidence and amendments to the
Rules of Civil and Criminal Procedure, we still require one signal ure of a lawyer from the Second District and two
signatures of lawyers from the Third District. Those signing from the Second were Dahl, Benson, Hartl-and I
can't even read the last one, but-I think it's Argue. And in the Third District, the signatures that we have are
Kretschmer, Kettleson and Chesrown. So weneed two from the Third and one from the Second Dist rict. and Judge
Johnson will have the copy: so if you will see him, please, to give your signature.
Any other business to come before the Association?
If not, we will await thereport of the tellers.
Gentlemen, I report that Clinton Oltmar has been elected as your President -Elect. Congratulations!
And ihere being no further business to come before this session, I'll entertain a motion to adjourn. Motion by
Harold Anderson: seconded by Dewey Kautsma nn. All in favor say "aye ." Opposed? Carried unanimously.
(Concluded at 5:13 p. m., FridayJune 20,1975.)
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